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from the pen

A twofold attitude of gratitude

As many of my counterparts across the globe would recognise,
putting together a monthly journal is no small mission. Without the
support of dedicated supporters and contributors, and reviewers
and readers, the hours of slogging over the right mix of content,
proper syntax and correcting split infinitives, none of it would be
possible. And in this issue we say goodbye to two such supporters
and contributors: Ignatius Sehoole, our institute’s departing
Executive President (please read SAICA Chairperson Hester
Hickey’s tribute to Mr Sehoole below), and Penelope Webb, our
much loved Death and Taxes columnist (please read our Publisher,
Willi Coates’ tribute to Penelope on page 30).
The legacy Mr Sehoole leaves behind is awesome and arguably
unmatched, and we at ASA will truly miss his interest in and
support of this journal. We wish him an even more prosperous
career ahead, and we thank him for his guidance to ASA, as but
one aspect of his leadership of the institute.
Raina
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TRIBUTE FROM SAICA’s CHAIRMAN, HESTER HICKEY
Thank You Ignatius
When Ignatius Sehoole walked through the door to SAICA ten
years ago, he made an immediately favourable impression.
At the time of his appointment, Mr Sehoole encountered an
organisation that was set in its ways, but it was not long before
he began to consider both issues and problems in a new and fresh
way. Surely this is one of his greatest legacies - being able to foster
and maintain great relationships with staff, our members and other
important stakeholders. He is a people’s person; with our institute
he has never been a purely ‘numbers’ accountant.
His interaction with members was like a breath of fresh air, which
was a trait that stood him in good stead, for example, when SAICA
encountered CPD problems. He was instrumental in sorting out
those problems. And never did he hesitate when it came to making
tough decisions.
Over the years he has transformed the organisation’s focus
into one that is striving to be member-centric, ensuring that all
constituencies are included in its service offerings.
SAICA has many committees. There are not only the board
committees but also all the special interest group committees
catering for the many levels of interaction between the members
and the institute. This too has been handled with aplomb, and he’s
always been able to mediate any issues that might have arisen.
Indeed, he dealt superbly with the many people in the different
forums.
Internationally, he achieved a lot more than many might appreciate.
Even now, as his term as Executive President of SAICA has drawn
to an end, he remains Chairman of IFAC’s Developing Nations
Committee until the end of September. I certainly would be
surprised if IFAC let him go that easily.
He travels a lot – domestically and internationally. His visits around
South Africa have helped give SAICA a face among our members,
thereby making the institute much more member-centric.

Although he enjoys traveling, I suspect his many and long
absences have taken a toll on his private life, especially since
he is such a family man. A measure of his dedication is that he
has always placed the institute on a par with his family. These
were his two key priorities – nothing else. In a crisis, he would
put everything else aside. It is seldom that you find someone so
committed to a career, a job, an institution, an organisation. His
total commitment has always amazed me. He repeatedly said that
he would never let the profession down. And he never did.
There are not many with the character and the guts to show that
the activity in which they are involved is so important to the nation
- that the cause is so much more important than the person.
Noteworthy also is his passion for transformation; for doing all he
possibly could for the youngsters. In going the extra mile for the
black youth, he did not fall into the trap of ignoring the white youth.
Thuthuka has been a particular passion. And when a problem
arose within this sphere, he never thought twice about going
to see the relevant Minister to address the problem, if this was
needed.
I fondly recall the first year in which Thuthuka ran its programme,
together with the University of Johannesburg, for students that
had failed part one of their qualifying examinations. Mr Sehoole
attended the event celebrating the fact that so many of them had
passed. When he spoke, he picked out people in the audience and
asked them what they had put into Thuthuka after having got so
much out of the profession. He challenged them to contribute.
Unbeknown to him, the students, who at that time where probably
not high earners, had already passed around a hat and had raised
a laudatory R6000 amongst themselves for Thuthuka. When this
was revealed, he had tears in his eyes. He had challenged them
and they were one step ahead of him. It was a highly charged,
emotional, and very precious moment.
One of Ignatius’s foremost strengths has been his resistance to
any compromise on SAICA’s high standards. He has refused to be
bullied. He has not allowed anyone to bulldoze him on standards
and quality.
SAICA has often been criticised for favouring the big firms. He
recognised before many others that SAICA needed also to focus on
members in business and the small firms. He would take the time
to go to the relevant forums to hear what their issues were, and
try and resolve them. It wasn’t always possible, but he invariably
made the effort.
The CA Profession Charter was a massive challenge. There was
a whole range of views, some extreme, and Ignatius needed
to pacify all shades of opinion. Although the Charter is awaiting
publication in the Government Gazette, people are in any event
using it as a guideline. The Charter involved much work, all done
voluntarily. It was an amazing achievement on the part of Mr
Sehoole and his team.
Ignatius Sehoole’s values – principally his integrity are unshakeable.
He doesn’t waver. That is his legacy to SAICA, which I believe will
fortunately be with us for very many years into the future.
Our new Executive President, Matsobane Matlwa has already
been welcomed in our journal, but I am nevertheless confident that
Ignatius will join me here in wishing him all the very best in taking
over an enormously important professional position, which I know
(even if Ignatius doesn’t) to have been occupied previously by
nothing less than a monumental predecessor.
Hester Hickey, Chairperson, SAICA.
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Steven Firer says that the auditor may be intellectually
independent, but will the public accept the auditor as independent
if there are circumstances in which reasonable people could
infer that the auditor’s independence was compromised? This
article provides advice for a situation in which auditors could find
themselves which brings into question their independence.

Jared Ossip (assisted by Stephen
Coetzee) discuss the changes of
accounting treatment for nil- or low-interest
loans received from the government.
This is currently a very relevant issue as
governments, both locally and abroad, may
assist companies in this way during the
current global economic crisis.
Rakesh Beekum tells us that the King III report has drawn
attention to Information Technology (IT) more so than ever before,
stating that information systems have now become pervasive and
it is built into the business strategy. The reliance of organisations
on applications and technology for growth, sustainability, or
survival brings greater risks and accountabilities making IT
Governance a priority in most organisations.
Jaco Venter says that in today’s uncertain economical climate,
companies have the need to focus on their core drivers for
success. Unfortunately, most companies are also engulfed in an
information overload. He suggests that Business Intelligence may
just be the answer.

This month’s issue discusses the theme of “the art of business”,
where the cover image makes the subtle suggestion that although
business is still part of a formal sector, it is also evolving toward
a very artistic approach in terms of management styles and the
general conduct of business in today’s fast-paced world, but more
importantly, within the South African business landscape.
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every business must travel as part of its daily work. Some 90%
of new businesses in South Africa fail in the first 18 months of
establishment. Often this is a result of a failure to consider and
manage solid marketing fundamentals. For a business to succeed,
it is important to invest appropriately in a sound infrastructure that
encompasses the factors of marketing outlined above.

O

ur profession is a diverse one, which is evidenced by the
myriad of activities in which our members are engaged;
activities that include audit, accounting, taxation, financial
management, general management, human resources, consulting,
internal audit, operations … and the list goes on. And within each
of these spheres, our members operate across industries and in
organisations that vary in size and complexity.
Our objective, as your Institute, has always been to attempt to find
a balance of offerings and activity that meet the requirements of
members, regardless of the field in which they find themselves.
This can be a difficult exercise, and is dependent on member
involvement in the activities of the Institute and the profession.
Members in practice, which constitute one of our larger
constituency groupings, include members engaged in, amongst
others things, auditing, accounting and tax related activities. We
engage with members in this constituency on a regular basis and
have, through those consultations, recognized a number of areas
that members in practice have identified as being of importance to
their businesses.
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One of the areas in which members have consistently requested
assistance is that of marketing. In response to that request,
we recently introduced a marketing manual designed to assist
members to improve their business development opportunities
through improved marketing consulting and business strategy
practices.
Marketing of accounting practices was frowned on historically.
However, I am a firm believer that ethical marketing is a must
for any business in the modern economy. Conventional wisdom
suggests that marketing is all about advertising. It is not. Effective
marketing is a combination of factors that include:

A focus on these areas translates into what I earlier referred to
above as ethical marketing. Marketing in our industry is not about
false promises. Marketing is about firm value propositions, and
delivery against those value propositions. The SAICA ‘Marketing
Manual’ is an excellent tool, one that I believe will assist
practitioners as well as other members to develop and enhance
their advertising marketing capability.
This is an exciting time for the Institute. We have consciously
focused some of our resources on further identifying and delivering
valuable service lines and products to our members.
Another area where members have requested assistance is that
of Information Technology. SAICA will launch an IT governance
toolkit, which will position members to advise their clients on
issues surrounding IT governance.
We have every intention of further exploring and delivering
additional services that are intended to be of value to members.
I urge members to contact us should any of you have ideas or
suggestions on alternative areas we could explore.
The 21st century is all about collaboration and effective sharing
of knowledge. Nobody demonstrates the success of that concept
better than companies such as Google. I believe that effective
collaboration between members, and between members and
SAICA, can only help the individuals as well as the profession to
better position CAs(SA) as thought leaders in the South African
and the global economy. I look forward to continued effective
engagements with members on this and related issues.
Nazeer Wadee CA(SA), is Chief Operations Officer, SAICA.

• Effective segmentation and understanding of market needs – any
business worth its salt must understand intimately the markets it
serves. A clear understanding of the business of your clients will
position you to respond proactively to the needs of that market
segment;
• formalising a marketing strategy based on products or services,
placement, promotion, people, processes, physical evidence and
business partnerships;
• consistent high quality delivery – referrals will always remain your
most effective form of marketing – in order to create a customercentric organisation;
• regular meetings with key stakeholders and clients to demonstrate
genuine interest in their client’s business and to understand the
direction in which the business is heading;
• key account management and networking – service businesses
are especially dependent on the strength of networks. Networking
with prospective and existing clients, with competitors and potential partners, is key to their continued growth and sustainability of
the business, as well as the continued growth of the intellectual
capacity of the business; and;
• effective public relations – having an independent outsider, in print
or other medium, mention your brand or business in the context
of a particular area of expertise is an invaluable reputation builder.
Indeed, the Harvard Business Review has estimated that the value
of such editorial coverage is worth between three and 12 times the
equivalent value paid-for advertisements in the same medium.
Marketing requires consistent focus. Rather than being an annual
event with the occasional advertisement, it is a journey that
asa I may 2009
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Notice of the SAICA
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of members of the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA) will be held in Gauteng at The Theatre on the Track, 4A Kyalami
Boulevard, Kyalami Business Park, 1 Monza Place, Kyalami Park, on 21 May 2009 at 09h00
to transact the following business:
• The consideration of the Annual Financial Statements of the Institute for the year ended
31 December 2008.
• The consideration of a report of the Executive President.
• The consideration of a report by the auditors.
• The reappointment of KPMG Inc as the auditors.
Due and proper notice will be provided of the aforementioned meeting via
the following means:
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1) Electronic mail – if you are registered on our database as a member capable of accepting
communications from SAICA in this manner (email).
2) Post – if you are registered on our database as a member unable to accept
communications from SAICA in electronic format.
Proxy forms will be available on the SAICA website: www.saica.co.za from
21 April 2009, and mailed to those referred to in 2) above.
Completed proxies must reach the registered office of SAICA at 7 Zulberg Close, Bruma
Lake, Johannesburg, 2198; or P O Box 59875, Kengray 2100; or faxed to +2711 621 6823,
no later than 09h00 on Tuesday 19 May 2009, 48 hours before the time appointed for the
AGM and must be addressed to:
Tshidi Mokoena
Legal and Governance Unit
The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants
7 Zulberg Close
Bruma Lake
Johannesburg
2198
If you do not receive the notification and proxy forms timeously, please contact the SAICA
Call Centre for assistance at 0861 072 422 or +2711 621 6600 or email
jennyb@saica.co.za.
Issued by:
Melanie Naidoo
The Head: Legal and Governance
The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants
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T

he Chartered Accountant (South
Africa) or CA(SA) designation is a
very prestigious designation, and much
sought-after. Not only does research
support this conclusion, but if imitation is
the sincerest form of flattery, and if the
increasing incidence of persons that are
not entitled to use the CA(SA) designation
holding themselves out as such is anything
to go by, then everyone wants to be a
CA(SA). Given the increased illegal use of
the CA(SA) designation, is your CA(SA) a
legitimate CA(SA)?
In terms of the Chartered Accountants
Designation (Private) Act, 27 of 1993, only
those persons who are current members
of the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA), may validly use
the CA(SA) designation, or its Afrikaans
equivalent ‘GR(SA)’. To do otherwise is
a criminal offence, and could render the
unauthorized user liable to a fine of
R20 000 if convicted.
Many people confuse the attainment of
the CA(SA) designation by acceptance
into membership of SAICA, with the
achievement of obtaining a degree
at university and, in fact, if one were
to ask most BCom (Accounting) and
BCompt (Hons) students what they were
studying, they would respond Chartered
Accountancy. Once you have obtained
your degree by passing the requisite
examinations, it is yours for life and cannot
be taken away from you – other than as a
result of a SAICA disciplinary inquiry. In
contrast, although you are also required to
pass two sets of Qualifying Examinations
in order to be admitted as a CA(SA),
this is only part of the requirements for
membership.

image: iStock Photo

The real deal

In addition, you are required to have
the appropriate accredited academic
qualification and have undergone a period
(anything from 3 to 5 years) of practical
training, before being able to apply for
membership of SAICA. The final step to
being allowed to call yourself a CA(SA)
involves completing an application form
for membership and satisfying the Board
of SAICA that you are a fit and proper
person to be admitted to membership.
Even if accepted as a member, you will
only be able to continue to use the CA(SA)
designation while you remain a member of
SAICA, and that entails paying your annual
subscription to remain on the register.

membership of a professional institute is
therefore of no effect.

But why would someone hold themselves
out as a CA(SA) when they were not?
Well, sometimes it’s due to an oversight
– they have forgotten to pay their annual
subscription fee, (often because they have
neglected to inform SAICA of an address
change and have not received the renewal
notice), have had their membership
terminated as a result and continue to use
the designation. This situation is usually
resolved amicably with the person rejoining
SAICA.

• The rigour of the education and training
process.
• The rigour of the qualification process.
• Technical competence
• Multidisciplinary knowledge and
experience
• Continuous learning and development

What is of greater concern is the person
that has never been a member of SAICA
using the CA(SA) designation because
they realise its value and prestige, and
then mislead clients into using their
services. It then comes as a great shock
to these clients when the accountant fails
to perform the services professionally and
they seek to complain about this to SAICA,
and they find that their so-called CA(SA)
is not a member of SAICA and therefore
not subject to its disciplinary jurisdiction.
The protection of the public offered by
asa I may 2009

The incidence of non-members holding
themselves out as CAs(SA) has risen
dramatically in the past year or so. From a
figure of three to four reports of holdingout a year, SAICA is now receiving in the
region of three to four reports a month.
Why the increase? One reason could be
that, as businesses expand and become
more complex, business owners realise
the need for the professional services that
CAs(SA) can offer. The designation has
achieved its high standing due to some of
the following factors:

It is therefore no surprise that the CA(SA)
designation is recognised on an international
and local level as the premier business
designation, including by those who are
not entitled to its use. So ensure that your
CA(SA) is a CA(SA), subject to the high
standards of conduct required by SAICA,
thereby offering you peace of mind in your
professional business relationship. asa
Jan Dijkman, BA LLB, LLM, H Dip Tax ADL
CFP Certified Ethics Officer, is Project
Director: Ethics and Discipline, SAICA.
To verify the membership of your
CA(SA), visit www.saica.co.za >About
members>Verification of members.
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book reviews

What’s new
on the reading circuit?
CHOICE NOT FATE: The life and times of Trevor Manuel
Author: Pippa Green
Published by Penguin Books

THE CRUNCH: How greed and incompetence sparked
the credit crisis
Author: Alex Brummer
Published by rh Business Books
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If this book was a thriller, it would be an exciting read leaving you
tired but exhilarated at the end. Unfortunately it is not. It is in fact
what has actually happened in the financial markets over the past
decade.
When I put the book down, I felt depressed and disillusioned,
because these events should never have happened. They should
never have been allowed to happen. So many people have lost
their life savings because of a group of bankers and financiers, who
decided to set up a scheme that must rank as the biggest fraud of
all time.
The sub-prime crisis in itself is a great enough problem. In essence,
this involved banks in the US making housing loans to people that
had no hope whatsoever of repaying the loans. It is estimated that
up to 40% of these loans were commonly referred to as ‘liar loans’,
because the applicants lied about their personal circumstances
or that the circumstances were not supported by documentation.
The tragedy is that banks parcelled these loans up with other
instruments into tradeable securities, which were then sold into
the market. The securities were stamped with a triple A rating by
the rating agencies, although, if the rating agencies had done their
homework, they would have known that they were nothing more
than ‘junk bonds’.
Alex Brummer is an award-winning journalist based in the UK.
He traces the roller coaster ride from the early days of sub-prime
lending through to the present day financial crisis. US banks were
not the only delinquents. In the UK, for example, Northern Rock
and other home lenders, caught up in the frenzy of making huge
profits, committed the cardinal banking error of borrowing short and
lending long. As credit became more freely available, house prices
escalated rapidly, and contributing to the euphoria were the huge
bonuses that drove executive behaviour.
Brummer describes how the banks and authorities tried to deal with
the problems, leading eventually to ‘bale outs’ and nationalisation.
When liquidity tightened, property prices dropped and banks
collapsed.
I would like to say it is fascinating but, in reality, it is tragic.
However, it is a very good read and it opens one’s eyes to human
nature.

I fear that I bristle when I hear white people from my generation
saying they didn’t know what was happening during the ‘apartheid’
years. Of course they knew – we all had a good idea of what was
going on. At least I thought so, until I read this book! I grew up in
Cape Town on the other side of the line, so to speak, and I must
admit that I did not know what pain many of the coloured people
were suffering during the 70s and 80s.
‘Choice Not Fate’ is a quite amazing book. It is so rich and full of
emotion and it paints a human picture of a highly extraordinary man.
I remember attending a meeting of the Council of the International
Federation of Accountants in Kleinmond. Trevor Manuel addressed
that meeting for about one hour. After he had finished, the entire
Council stood and applauded him. One of the US delegates said
after the session, “If our Secretary for Finance knew half as much
about the accounting profession, America would be a far better
place”.
This is a remarkable book about a remarkable man. His knowledge
and understanding of the world of finance and economics is
outstanding. The book covers the various stages of his life. First his
early life and the hardships he faced, then his years of the struggle.
Suddenly he found himself on the other side. Now, he had to learn
quickly, as he was expected to map out the economic future of our
country with very little knowledge and experience on which to draw
Finally, it covers his years as Minister of Finance and his growing
confidence. He is now the longest serving Finance Minister in the
G20, and he enjoys the widest acclaim.
This is a book every CA(SA) must read. It is carefully crafted and
deals with each stage of his life in a well-balanced and insightful
way.
Hot, Flat and Crowded
Author: Thomas L Friedman
Published by Allen Lane in 2008
If you enjoyed Thomas Friedman’s landmark book ‘The World is
Flat’ (2005), you will undoubtedly find his new book ‘Hot, Flat and
Crowded’ well worth reading.
In ‘The World is Flat’ he argued that the technology revolution
was levelling the economic playing field and enabling more people
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around the world to connect and compete in a new dimension of
globalisation.
In his new book, he explains how global warming, rapidly growing
populations and a mushrooming middle class, are producing a
planet that is “hot, flat and crowded”.
He makes it very clear that humankind faces its biggest threat ever,
and it has little time to take corrective action.
The main body of the book is about what is currently being done
and what needs to be done to combat this enormous threat.
In a chapter particularly relevant to Africa, he discusses ‘energy
poverty’. He says Africa’s biggest problem is its lack of a
sustainable energy. In the modern world you need energy, yet the
whole of sub-Saharan Africa, excluding South Africa, produces
less electricity than the Netherlands. There are champions for
AIDS, there are champions for poverty, but nobody is championing
‘energy’ in Africa. Yet Africa will not be able to rise up and create a
sustainable future without energy security.
This is a fascinating book and an essential read for anyone involved
in business strategy. asa

Reviewer: Graham Terry CA(SA), is Head - Office of the Executive
President, SAICA.
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Tick, tick, tick...BOOM
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the end of the world as we know it?

J

ames Lovelock, well known scientist,
author and environmentalist, writing
in his foreword to ‘The Rough Guide
to Climate Change’ says that when the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, published its third assessment
report in 2001, it received scant attention
in the media. Yet, in the view of Lovelock;
it was the scariest document ever written.
The report spoke authoritatively about
the probability of the average surface
temperature of the earth rising by three
degrees Celsius by 2100, with the
possibility of it rising by as much as six
degrees.
Some people would suggest that a rise of
three degrees would be very nice, thank
you very much, especially those living in
the colder northern climates. However,
this becomes slightly ominous when one
considers that the average temperature of
the earth increased by only three degrees
when the earth rid itself of the last ice age
15 000 years ago.
In 1987, the United Nations sponsored
Brundtland Commission made
recommendations to the General Assembly
as to how humankind could avoid the
catastrophic consequences of global
warming. It recommended that the world
should seriously pursue a strategy of
sustainable development. In essence, this
meant that economic development should
only take place with social upliftment
contained by environmental protection.
Since then the United Nations and
governments around the world have taken
steps to address the various environmental
and social issues, ranging from greenhouse
gas emissions and water security to
poverty. There have been numerous global
summits, including the ‘Earth Summits’
in Rio and Johannesburg. Various global
protocols, accords and agreements have
been signed and the United Nations
has set up a plethora of initiatives to
deal with various aspects of sustainable
development. Two of the more prominent
ones have been the Kyoto Protocol and the
Millennium Development Goals.

The irony is that, instead of following
the recommendations of the Brundtland
Commission, much of the world and
much of business has followed a route
diametrically opposed to the Brundtland
recommendations. This strategy has
landed the world in the worst economic
crisis since 1929, and as a consequence,
much of the world’s focus now centres on
reviving the global economy.
However, the economic crisis does not
change the situation, humankind is still
under enormous threat. The simple fact
is that the surface temperature of the
earth has risen by almost one whole
degree Celsius over the past 100 years,
yet this is already changing weather
patterns quite significantly. We are seeing
an unprecedented number of floodings
in some areas and serious drought in
many others. The world has entered the
era of the super hurricane and disease
is spreading. World food production is
declining and drinking water is under threat
in many countries. The population of the
world continues to grow, recently having
reached six and a half billion. That is double
the population of the world when President
Kennedy was assassinated! Scientists
believe that six billion is the maximum
population the world can sustain. We have
already surpassed that. It is also said that,
if the standard of living of the current world
population were to be magically raised to
the level of the United States, we would
need between six and seven worlds to
sustain it.
Our current world economy is based
largely on the use of fossil fuels, but that is
the cause of our problem. Burning of fossil
fuel results in the emission of greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere, which is
asa I may 2009

substantially the cause of global warming.
Therefore, if the world continues to burn
fossil fuels, temperatures will continue to
rise, and civilisation, as we know it, will
no longer be possible. Indeed, the very
existence of humankind could even be
threatened.
So what do we have to do?
As a world we need to reduce consumption
of fossil fuels as much as possible, and use
alternative fuels such as nuclear energy
and environmentally friendly fuels. That is
not an easy task, since the world economy
is addicted to fossil fuels, and alternatives
are costly and less abundant. If humankind
is to avert disaster, it has a serious task
ahead of it. What is more, scientists believe
that humankind only has a short window of
opportunity to turn things around. Indeed,
some believe it is too late already.
Of course this is a highly simplistic view of a
highly complex issue with many dimensions.
However, what amazes the writer is the
attitude of many of our own members to the
whole topic of sustainability. SAICA has run
breakfasts and workshops, and produced
publications on sustainability, but the response
from our members have been lukewarm at
best. Furthermore, I have found few CAs(SA)
at conferences with any initiatives highlighting
the dangers facing us. I find scores of
engineers, human resource professionals and
lawyers, but few chartered accountants. Do
we not believe that this is a real issue? Are we
in denial or are we just too busy?
If CAs(SA) are global leaders and
strategists, then surely they should be in
the forefront of the fight against the this
highly significant global threat. We must
be involved in finding solutions now. asa
Graham Terry CA(SA), is Head: Office of the
Executive President, SAICA.
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ACCOUNTING
URGENT AMENDMENTS TO
TWO FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
INTERPRETATIONS
The International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) has published for public
comment proposals to amend IFRIC
9(AC 442) – Reassessment of Embedded
Derivatives and IFRIC 16(AC 449) – Hedges
of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation.
The exposure draft has been issued with
a 30-day comment period. This exposure
draft has been issued in South Africa as
ED 256.
The proposed amendment to IFRIC 9(AC
442) is a consequential amendment
that became necessary as a result of
the changed definition of a business
combination in IFRS 3(AC 140) – Business
Combinations, issued in January 2008 and
effective from January 2009. The Board
proposes to exclude embedded derivatives
in contracts acquired in combinations
of entities or business entities under
common control and in the formation
of joint ventures from the scope of the
Interpretation.
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The proposed amendments to IFRIC 16(AC
449) aim to remove the restrictions on an
entity or entities within a group that can
hold hedging instruments.
The comment deadline for this exposure
draft was 2 March 2009. The opportunity
to submit comment has passed, however,
a copy of the SAICA comment letter
resulting from the deliberations of the
Accounting Practices Committee subcommittee can be found on the SAICA
website under submissions.
ED 256 – Post-implementation Revisions
to IFRIC Interpretations – Proposed
amendments to IFRIC 9 and IFRIC 16, can
be downloaded from the SAICA website.
IASCF IMPROVES THE
ORGANISATION’S PUBLIC
ACCOUNTABILITY
The Trustees of the International
Accounting Standards Committee
Foundation (IASCF), the oversight body
of the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) have announced important
amendments to the Constitution. This
review addressed the issue of public
accountability and the composition,
geographical diversity and the size of the
IASB. The significant changes made to the
Constitution include;
• Establishing a link to a Monitoring Board
of public authorities to improve public
accountability. The Monitoring Board’s
main responsibilities are to ensure that the

Trustees continue to discharge their duties
as defined by the IASCF Constitution,
as well as approving the appointment or
reappointment of Trustees. The Monitoring
Board will comprises the relevant
leaders from the Emerging Markets and
Technical Committees, the International
Organisation of Securities Commission
(IOSCO), the European Commission, the
Japan Financial Services Agency (FSA),
and the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC);
• IASB to be expanded from 14 to 16
members by 2012, with criteria added to
ensure geographical diversity.
• Enhanced liaison with investor groups.
• Free availability of core standards through
the IASB website.
The International Accounting Standards
Committee Foundation Constitution can be
found on IASB website.

EXCHANGE CONTROL
EXCHANGE CONTROL CIRCULARS
Amendment to the Exchange Control
Rulings
SARS has amended the format of the tax
clearance certificate issued in respect of
foreign investments.
The Exchange Control Department of the
South African Reserve Bank (EXCON)
has issued Exchange Control Circular No.
03/2009 – Amendment to the Exchange
Control Rulings.
Authorised Dealers are advised that the
South African Revenue Services (SARS)
has amended the format of the tax
clearance certificate issued in respect
of foreign investments held by private
individuals resident in the Republic.
As a result, the first paragraph of Section
B.2 (B) (i) (c) of the Exchange Control
Rulings has been amended.

EXCON has issued Exchange Control
Circular No. 04/2009 – Foreign exposure
offered to South African investors in
Rand and hedging of currency risk by
institutional investors.
Authorised Dealers are advised that
products that offer South African
investors exposure to offshore reference
assets in Rand terms must be listed
on the JSE Limited or Bond Exchange
of South Africa. Any request for these
products to be offered to South African
investors on an over-the-counter basis
must be referred to Exchange Control.
It is important to note that securities
issued by local entities in the offshore
market, whether priced in Rand or
foreign currency, are deemed as foreign
assets for Exchange Control purposes.
Institutional investors are permitted to
participate in the above instruments on
condition that the requirements of the
Financial Services Board are complied
with and the institutional investor
remains within its applicable foreign
portfolio investment allowance.
Section B.2 (B) (iii) (c) and H. (A) of the
Exchange Control Rulings has been
amended accordingly. For replacement
pages of the Exchange Control Rulings
incorporating the relevant amendment,
please visit Exchange Control at
www.reservebank.co.za or SAICA at
www.saica.co.za.
Sale of passenger tickets in the
Republic
• Flowing from representations made
to the Exchange Control Department
of SARB, parts of Section B.8 of the
Exchange Control Rulings have been
amended.
EXCON has issued Exchange Control
Circular No. 05/2009 – Sale of passenger
tickets in the Republic.
Flowing from representations made,
Authorised Dealers are advised of the
following amendments to the Exchange
Control Rulings:

Foreign exposure offered to South
African investors

• Section B.8 (B)(i)(a); the entire subsection
(a) has been deleted and substituted by an
entirely new paragraph.
• Section B.8 (B)(i); a new subsection (d) has
been added as follows: “(d) Agents may,
alternatively, arrange that passenger tickets be purchased via internet”.
• Section B.8 (B)(ii); the entire subsection
(ii) has been deleted and substituted by an
entirely new paragraph.

• Products that offer South African
investors exposure to offshore reference
assets in Rand terms must be listed on
the JSE Limited or Bond Exchange of
South Africa.

Replacement pages of the Exchange
Control Rulings, incorporating the relevant
amendments can be obtained from
Exchange Control at www.reservebank.co.za
or SAICA at www.saica.co.za.

For a replacement page of the Exchange
Control Rulings incorporating the relevant
amendment, please visit Exchange Control
at www.reservebank.co.za or SAICA at
www.saica.co.za.
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BUDGET 2009: TAX GUIDE

• Individuals age 65 and older if their annual taxable income–
• consists exclusively of remuneration, interest, dividends or rent
from the lease of fixed property; and
• is R120 000 or less for the tax year.

Income Tax Rates: Natural Persons and Special Trusts
Year of Assessments Ending 28 February 2010

Retirement fund lump sum withdrawal benefits
Taxable income

Tax rates

R
(R) R0 - 132 000

18% of each R1

132 001 - 210 000

23 760 + 25% of the amount
above

132 000

210 001 - 290 000

43 260 + 30% of the amount
above

210 000

290 001 - 410 000

67 260 + 35% of the amount
above

290 000

410 001 - 525 000

109 260 + 38% of the amount
above

410 000

525 001 and above 152 960 + 40% of the amount
above

525 000

Natural persons:
Tax thresholds
2009
R

2010

Below 65 years of age

46 000

Aged 65 and over

Rate of Tax (R)

0 – 300 000

18% of each R1

300 001 - 600 000

54 000 + 27% of the amount above
300 000

600 001 and above

135 000 + 36% of the amount above
600 000

The taxable income from a retirement fund lump sum withdrawal
benefit (lump sum from a pension, provident or retirement annuity
fund on withdrawal) is determined after deducting a lifetime
exemption of R22 500. The tax payable is determined by applying
the rate table to the aggregate of the taxable portions of all
retirement fund lump sum withdrawal benefits accrued during
the current and previous years of assessment and deducting tax
payable according to the current tax table on the aggregate of
those lump sums accrued during previous years of assessment.
Retirement fund lump sum benefits
Taxable Income (R)

Rate of Tax (R)

54 200

0 – 300 000

18% of each R1

74 000

84 200

300 001 - 600 000

54 000 + 27% of the amount above
300 000

2009
R
8 280
5 040

2010

600 001 and above

135 000 + 36% of the amount above
600 000

Tax rebates

Primary - All natural persons

Taxable Income (R)

9 756
5 400

Corporate Tax Rates
Years of Assessment ending between 1 April 2009 and 31 March
2010
Normal Tax

2009

2010

Non-mining companies

Basic rate

28%

28%

Close corporations

Basic rate

28%

28%

Employment companies

Basic rate

33%

33%

Other companies

Basic rate

28%

28%

The taxable income from a retirement fund lump sum benefit
(lump sum from a pension, provident or retirement annuity fund on
retirement) is determined after deducting a lifetime exemption of
R300 000. The tax payable is determined by applying the rate table
to the aggregate of the taxable portions of all retirement fund lump
sum benefits and retirement fund lump sum withdrawal benefits
accrued during the current and previous years of assessment and
deducting tax payable according to the current tax table on the
aggregate of those lump sums accrued during previous years of
assessment.
Foreign Dividends
Most dividends received by individuals from foreign entities are
taxable.

The tax rate on trusts (other than special trusts) remains
unchanged at 40%.

Exemptions
Interest and dividends
• Interest and otherwise taxable dividends earned by any natural
person under 65 years of age, up to R21 000 per annum, and
persons 65 and older, up to R30 000 per annum, are exempt from
taxation. Foreign interest and foreign dividends are only exempt up
to R3 500 out of the total exemption.
• Interest is exempt where earned by non-residents who are
physically absent from South Africa for 183 days or more per
annum and who are not carrying on business in South Africa.

Provisional Tax

Deductions

A provisional taxpayer is any person who earns income other than
remuneration or an allowance or advance payable by the person’s
principal. The following individuals are exempt from the payment of
provisional tax–

Current pension fund contributions
The greater of• 7,5% of remuneration from retirement funding employment, or
• R1 750.
Any excess may not be carried forward to the following year of
assessment.

Secondary Tax on Companies (STC)
The STC rate remains unchanged at 10%.
Trusts

• Individuals below the age of 65 who do not carry on a business
and whose taxable income–
• will not exceed the tax threshold for the tax year; or
• from interest, dividends and rental will be R20 000 or less for
the tax year.

Arrear pension fund contributions
Maximum of R1 800 per annum. Any excess over R1 800 may be
carried forward to the following year of assessment.
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Current retirement annuity fund contributions
The greater of• 15% of taxable income other than from retirement funding
employment, or
• R3 500 less current deductions to a pension fund, or
• R1 750.
Any excess may be carried forward to the following year of
assessment.

IAS 69: ACCOUNTING FOR GIRLFRIENDS
OBJECTIVE: The objective of IAS 69 is to prescribe the accounting
treatment for girlfriends. The principal issues are the timing of
recognition of a female friend as a girlfriend, the number of days the
relationship can be carried on and any write down in this romantic
relationship. It also provides guidance on the methods to be employed
to make a girlfriend.

Arrear retirement annuity fund contributions
Maximum of R1 800 per annum. Any excess over R1 800 may be
carried forward to the following year of assessment.
Medical and disability expenses
Taxpayers 65 and older may claim all qualifying expenditure.
Taxpayers under 65 are not taxed on, or may deduct, monthly
contributions to medical schemes up to R625 for each of the
first two dependants on their medical scheme and R380 for each
additional dependant. In addition they can claim a deduction for
medical scheme contributions above the caps and any other
medical expenses limited to the amount which exceeds 7,5% of
taxable income (excluding retirement fund lump sum).
Taxpayers under 65 may claim all qualifying medical expenses,
where the taxpayer or the taxpayer’s spouse or child is a person
with a disability.

Allowances
Travelling allowance
Rates per kilometer which may be used in determining the
allowable deduction for business travel, where no records of actual
costs are kept:
Value of the
vehicle

Fixed cost

Fuel cost

Maintenance

(including VAT) (R)

(R p.a.)

(c/km)

cost (c/km)

0 - 40 000

14 672

58.6

21.7

40 001 - 80 000

29 106

58.6

21.7

80 001 - 120 000

39 928

62.5

24.2

120 001 - 160 000

50 749

68.6

28.0

160 001 - 200 000

63 424

68.8

41.1

200 001 - 240 000

76 041

81.5

46.4

240 001 - 280 000

86 211

81.5

46.4

280 001 - 320 000

96 260

85.7

49.4

320 001 - 360 000

106 367

94.6

56.2

360 001 - 400 000

116 012

110.3

75.2

exceeding
400 000

116 012

110.3

75.2

DEFINITIONS:
The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings
specified:
LOVE is a serious mental disease, mostly found in old Indian movies,
dramas and literature.
FLIRTING is the modern form of love, this disease came from
Hollywood movies, new Indian movies, internet, mobile phones, and
English literature.
MARRIAGE is a long term liability as a result of past events that is
expected to be settled by increasing the population, decreasing the
health and money.
GIRLFRIEND is a current asset as a result of past efforts that are likely
to generate future dates, physical contact and gifts. If not properly
handled, may become long-term liability, i.e. wife.

Donations
Deductions in respect of donations to certain public benefit
organisations are limited to 10% of taxable income before
deducting medical expenses.
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SCOPE: This IAS applies to all girlfriends except those whose father,
brother, ex-boyfriends or prospective boyfriends work in police, army,
intelligence agencies or political organisation or are 6+ feet tall, have a
muscular body and know kung fu, judo or any other marshal art.

BOYFRIEND-SPECIFIC VALUE is the present value of the future dates
that a boyfriend expects to realise from continuing use of the girlfriend
over its useful life and from its disposal to another friend at the end of
the flirting term. FLIRTING TERM is the higher of the following:
a. From your first conversation till the time the girlfriend’s father catches you.
b. From the time of your first date till your girlfriend gets married to
another person, in which case she will become your ex-girlfriend.
c. From the time of your first date till you get married to your girlfriend,
afterwards it will become a suffering term.
RECOGNITION
A girl shall be recognised as a girlfriend if, and only if:
a. it is probable that future physical benefits associated with the girlfriend
will flow to the boyfriend, and
b. the expenditures to be incurred (eg. in respect of gifts, cards etc.) can
be measured reliably.
Female cousins, younger sisters, and other female friends associated
with the girlfriend should not be recognised. However, beautiful and
bold ones should be declared in the flirting statement if and only if it is
probable that they are expected to result in prospective girlfriends.
MEASUREMENT OF USEFUL LIFE OF GIRLFRIEND
All the following factors shall be considered in determining the useful
life of a girlfriend:
a. Expected “usage” of the girlfriend.
b. Expected “physical” wear and tear, which depends on “operational”
factors such as the number of “shifts” the girlfriend is to be used.
c. Technical or commercial obsolescence arising from changes in
fashion or “service output” of the girlfriend.
d. “Legal” or similar limits on the “use” of the girlfriend.

Note:
The fixed cost must be reduced on a pro-rata basis if the vehicle is
used for business purposes for less than a full year.
All queries:
https://www.saica.co.za/faqs/askquestion.asp?contentpageparentid=1172
Telephone: 011 621 6641
Telefax: 011 621 6819
Website: http://www.saica.co.za

DERECOGNITION
The girlfriend shall be derecognised:
a. at the end of the useful life of the girlfriend or flirting term
whichever is earlier, or
b. when no future physical benefits are expected from her use or her
disposal to your friend.
DISCLOSURE
The flirting statement shall disclose, for each “class” of girlfriend:
a. age of girlfriend
b. complexion, face cut and “other” necessary “cuts”
c. the useful life of each girlfriend
d. email address, residential address and mobile no. of each girlfriend
e. any “special” benefits that may have been derived from the
girlfriend
f. and we will send you a copy of the Disclaimer.
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WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM
THIS FULL DAY SEMINAR?
{

Relevance of Constitutional rights in the tax arena

{

Right to privacy and property

{

Right to just administrative action

{

Right of access to information and calling for information from SARS

{

Remedies currently available to taxpayers

{

Objection and Appeal

{

Adequate reasons for decisions by SARS

{

Taxpayer's reply to SARS enquiries

{

Recovery of wasted costs and damages from SARS

{

SARS Service Monitoring Office

{

Tax ombudsman

CAPE TOWN 3 August 2009 | DURBAN 5 August 2009 | JOHANNESBURG 6 August 2009
PROUDLY BROUGHT TO YOU BY

HOW

TO

BOOK YOUR SEAT

Register online at www.thesait.org.za/events.asp
For more information: sms "info" to 083 600 9086 or contact the
events coordinator, Dot Robinson on (011) 662 2837
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Building a management style
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The new South African parliament mace is
considered a strong symbol of authority,leadership
and diversity within Parliament and amongst our
country’s leaders. The design incorporates a strong
sense of South Africa, its people and their leaders.
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on’t let anyone tell you that management is a science. It isn’t;
it’s an art based on adapting and refining all the valuable
academic and experiential lessons one has learned over many
years.
It’s a process that hinges on a range of factors, among them the
particular working environment in which one finds oneself, the
nature of the people with whom one interacts in that environment
and the strengths and weaknesses that comprise the DNA of the
manager in question. Considering all these somewhat soft issues
on the hard textbook fundamentals and you emerge with pointers
to the ideal management style.
Just what determined my own style is perhaps instructive. Selfevidently, it is not possible to list the great many influences that
have impacted on one’s personality since birth. All have influenced;
some more than others.
Growing up in a tough environment in Mamelodi, Pretoria, certainly
played a part, as did the struggle involved in completing my B Com
degree part time. On reflection, my most life-changing experience
occurred when I was awarded a scholarship from the Institute of
International Education; a break that enabled me to travel abroad to
study for an MBA at Alabama A&M University – for the first time in
my life.
It was there that I built confidence on the basis that I was as good
as – if not better – than my MBA peers from all over the world.
The Alabama MBA served as a platform for developing a mantra
that drove me to remain at the coalface of all there is to know
about management and leadership. Management style has
accordingly emerged as one of my passions; US-based Hay
Management International’s approach to the relevant techniques
has evolved as my management handbook.

Hay’s six management styles serve as the foundation for creating
the ideal manager. The individual adopts one or a combination of
these, depending on circumstances and those styles with which
he/she as an individual is most comfortable.
The six-pack comprises:
• Coercive – a manager who is single-minded about getting shortterm results;
• Authoritative - a manager who is single-minded about getting
long-term results;
• Affiliative – a manager who is keenly concerned about the
wellbeing of employees and who takes pains not to disrupt their
sense of collegiality;
• Democratic – a manager who builds commitment among
employees in order to generate new ideas. The style is
participative, consultative. It is one that seeks input from all
employees;
• Pace-setting – a manager who works towards the standards of
excellence prescribed by his organisation; and
• Coaching – a manager who focuses on the professional
development of the firm’s employees.
My personal approach is to seek to take the best out of each
of the styles. My own dominant style is pace-setting, with the
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democratic and coercive styles also important influences. Coaching
is my weakest suit; but I’m working hard on improving myself in
that area. It isn’t possible for anyone to master all six attributes; but
it is certainly possible for those with fierce determination to create
goals of them all.
What of leadership attributes?
I regard the following as the most profound:
• The capacity to create an environment in which all can work
together to achieve the organisation’s goals;
• The ability to provide direction;
• The maturity required to assess individuals, perhaps redeploying
people who are best suited to different tasks;
• A penchant for persuading colleagues to better understand their
own positions for the benefit of the organisation;
• The ability to absorb and digest information and the relevant
facts. That way, one’s decisions are not based on speculation.
This is critical to forward thinking.
In the current organisational climate, the leader has a responsibility
to make sure his people want to come to work. As a leader
you need, from time to time, to take a snapshot. Is the climate
sufficiently conducive to motivate people to think? One often takes
this for granted. Yet it is vital to create an environment such that
people feel at home in the workplace.
Motivation is a critical intangible. Research on the subject highlights
three principal motives – achievement, affiliation and power.
People driven by achievement are those who strive to do the best
they possibly can; by affiliation, those concerned about how what
they do impacts on those around them; and the third is about
control, which centres on the power you have because of the
position you command in the organisation.
The successful CEO should adopt a style that cuts across all these
motivations.
There isn’t a preferred style. That which one applies is situational.
It depends on the circumstances, the nature of the organisation
and the individual. In other words, you walk in, do an assessment
and then decide for yourself which of the styles is appropriate in
the prevailing circumstances.
Self-evidently, a lot of this is instinctive. One adopts a particular
approach and then only affixes the relevant label. The whole thing is
an ongoing process, which needs to be reassessed from time to time.
All of this background will obviously be brought to bear in my (to
me) new challenges at SAICA. SAICA is a complex organisation,
the essence of which cannot be fully digested in the near term.
Nevertheless, in the short time I have been at the Institute, I
have acquired a preliminary insight as to how it operates and,
in consequence, have identified those areas in which I consider
myself most able to add value.
One example is the approach to member communication. We
perhaps rely too heavily on bulk e-mails, whereas we could be more
effective if we communicated more selectively. Bear in mind that
different members have different interests and preferences. Our
membership base is not homogeneous.

It seems to me that scope exists for, in particular, a better and
closer relationship with SAICA’s members in business.
The key is selectivity in communication. We need to canvass
our members in business with a view to establishing their
requirements. That way we can adopt a targeted approach.
A possible initiative is to hold a series of forums with corporations
counting among their management relatively large numbers of
CAs(SA). The purpose would be to establish how best SAICA could
add value to their membership.
At the end of this programme, we should have a fairly accurate
picture of what our members in business require of us – and which
of those requirements need the most priority. We need to get
closer to these of our members. I believe I personally need to go
out there and talk to them. I am confident it would work.
Right now, however, I need to preface such ideas with the fact that
almost everything is new.
I went to IFAC this past month; 45 countries were represented and
I’d never seen any of them before. They’ve been together for many
years and there I was sitting like a stranger. I didn’t like it, but it
comes with the job.
Prior to joining SAICA, I headed up SARS’s Large Business Centre.
I joined SARS nearly five years ago and accordingly became
intimately familiar with the organisation. I believe it’s an intimacy
that will serve me well at SAICA.
Yes, I am still a stranger to SAICA. But I am happy to tackle this
challenge, which probably came my way at the right time in my
career. Even so, I am delighted that I worked for SARS before I took
this job, because the experience and exposure were invaluable. I
benefited considerably from having worked with Pravin Gordhan,
one of the best leaders I’ve ever encountered. I shall certainly be
applying to SAICA some of the lessons I learned at SARS.
While, obviously, SAICA differs from SARS, in many respects the
two do overlap.
Yes, SAICA is a member-centric organisation, but so is SARS,
especially in the context of the division I ran at SARS; one
that looked after all JSE listed companies and high net worth
individuals. These were my members, and my issues with these
taxpayers were almost always issues of interpretation of the tax
provisions. Of course, the big corporations had the wherewithal
to use the best tax people to argue their cases. These were the
people with whom I constantly engaged in complex tax issues. I
found this highly stimulating.
I fully accept that I might not be an expert in all aspects of
business. Thankfully, I have an enquiring mind, which will ensure
that before long I become intimately familiar with SAICA’s
management and member spectrums.
This is one of the cornerstones of good enterprise-wide corporate
governance; the desire and ability to learn from others and, even,
when necessary to challenge them. asa
Matsobane Matlwa CA(SA), BCompt (Hons), CTA, MCom (Taxation).
MBA, is the Executive President, SAICA.
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Responsible Business in a new age
T

here have been several major socio-economic upheavals
in relatively recent history, each bringing in unprecedented
economic change and a new way of doing business. The Industrial
Revolution brought mass production and mass consumption. The
Internet Revolution brought the rise of the information economy,
and ushered in the current era, that of multinational capitalist
globalisation. Globalisation brought, in Friedman’s term, a ‘flat
earth’ where goods could be sourced, manufactured and sold
in separate corners of the earth, an economic process brought
together by a global information web and advances in affordable
physical supply chain links in air, sea and road travel.
But the recent credit crisis, and the bursting of the bubble of
global economic growth and prosperity, have led to a reconfiguring
of global business. Multinational capital, especially the banking
houses that funded the world’s commerce, had enjoyed an arm’s
length relationship with national governments as the nation state
structure seemed to be on its way out of history.
Now, with the global financial crisis biting hard, and major
multinational banks falling by the wayside, governments are
stepping in with rescue plans. The price of state intervention
will be the ceding of economic control to the national interest for
many countries in the world, in developed as well as in developing
economies. And the agenda of the state is often substantially
different to that of big business.
The world is therefore, it is to be hoped, on the brink of another
defining moment, the age of ‘green economics’. It is possible
that governments acting in the interests of national sustainability
will now be able to exert a pressure on businesses to conform to
a green agenda, a pressure that was not until now a compelling

one for business. While the higher cost of making global business
more environmentally conservative has been difficult to accept,
multinational capital may now be forced to make tough choices in
order to survive to do business even in the short term.
Paradoxically, global companies that have understood and
incorporated the principles of flat earth globalism may be better
positioned to make a sustainable success of the new world order.
Those companies are already more flexible, agile and responsive
to changing conditions, and will cope better with change than
those with entrenched and expensive supply chain operations that
have become less attractive to ongoing investment in the same
business model – witness the present crisis in the US automotive
industry.
Competitive advantage in this environment will not come from
simply tightening belts. Most businesses understand the basic
survival tactics required during times of economic pressure and
uncertainty. Tighter controls over budgets, revaluation of employee
positions with regard to their value to the company and a major
focus on promoting sales are common reactions. While these
may be necessary to negate an economic crisis in the short term,
addressing company processes to establish innovative ways of
doing business in a changed global economic environment is the
means to enable competitive advantage in a sustainable and longterm way. Such innovation will of necessity involve ways of doing
business that restore rather than deplete the planet’s resource base
– perhaps by businesses collaborating in more meaningful ways
with national governments in order to establish sustainable agendas
for the future. If the current crisis should teach the world anything,
it is that business and government still need each other. asa
James Sey, Strategic Communication Specialist and Media Analyst.
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Auditor as a trustee:
an independence dilemma
Principles
1. In Whitehead v EST Adamson 1952 2 SA 139 (N) 143 H – The
trustees, even if not the owners, are entitled to the possession
and control of the trust property in order to ensure its proper
administration and disposal.
2. In Goolam Ally Family Trust v Textile, Curtain and Trimming 1989
4 SA 985 – Whether or not the majority principle applies as a
matter of internal administration, it is clear that, provisions of the
trust deed apart, trustees must act jointly in their dealings with
outside parties if they intend to bind the trust estate.
The trust assets are possessed and owned by the trustees in
their capacity as such, and the trustees are obliged to administer
the trust assets for the benefit of the beneficiaries in accordance
with the trust deed. Control and management of the trust and its
assets vest in the trustees.
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3. As a firm of auditors has to be registered with the Independent
Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA), there can be no distinction
between each partner/director in the firm. A partner/director
cannot carry out an act that would be forbidden to a fellow
partner/director. This is important in the context of the audit of
trusts and the assets owned by the trust.

T

he objective of this article is to assist audit practitioners with
respect to the relationship an auditor has to a trust in two
specific cases where:
• the audit of the trust is carried out by Tick and Bash Auditors
and one of the trustees of the trust is a partner of Tick and Bash
Auditors; or
• the trustee of a trust is a partner of Tick and Bash Auditors and
the trust owns greater than 50% of the shares in a company that
is audited by Tick and Bash Auditors.
During the auditor’s audit training sessions throughout South
Africa, the question has been raised by audit practitioners as
to what are Tick and Bash Auditors’ duties and responsibilities
in terms of the IRBA and IFACs code of ethics for professional
accountants? This issue is a cause for serious concern. It is a very
critical and vital question that needs a solution as many auditors in
South Africa act as trustees for quite a few of their clients, who in
some form are assurance clients.

Where the audit of the trust is carried out by Tick and Bash
Auditors, and one of the trustees of the trust is a partner of
Tick and Bash Auditors
P 290.149 of the SAICA Code of Professional Conduct states that,
if a partner or employee of the firm or network firm serves as an
officer or as a director on the board of an assurance client, the selfreview threats created would be so significant that no safeguard
could reduce those threats to an acceptable level. Consequently, if
such an individual were to accept such a position, the only course
of action is to refuse to perform or to withdraw from the assurance
engagement.
The question that arises is whether the term officer includes a
trustee? The Code defines an officer as “those charged with the
governance of an entity”. In most common law legal systems,
a trust is an arrangement whereby money or property is owned
and managed by one person (or persons, or organisations) for the
benefit of another. A trust is created by a settlor, who entrusts
some or all of his property to people of his choice (the trustees).
The trustees are the legal owners of the trust property (or trust
corpus), but they are obliged to hold the property for the benefit
of one or more individuals or organisations (the beneficiary),
usually specified by the settlor. The trustees owe a fiduciary duty
to the beneficiaries, who are the “beneficial” owners of the trust
property.
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As a result of the above, Tick and Bash Auditors cannot be the
auditor of a trust whilst one of the directors/partners – be it
the engagement partner or another partner – is a trustee of the
trust being audited. Either Tick and Bash Auditors would have to
withdraw from the audit or the partner would have to resign as a
trustee.
Where the trustee of a trust is a partner of Tick and Bash Auditors
and the trust owns a greater than 50% of the shares in a company
that is audited by Tick and Bash Auditors:
Situation
Mr. A is a partner of Tick and Bash Auditors. He is appointed as a
trustee of XX Trust. XX Trust is not required to be audited. XX Trust
owns/acquires (greater than 50%) shares in ZZ (Pty) Limited. ZZ
(Pty) Limited is audited by Mr. A.
290.109 of the IFACs code of ethics for professional accountants
states that, when a firm or a member of the assurance team holds a
direct financial interest or a material indirect financial interest in the
assurance client as a trustee, a self-interest threat may be created
by the possible influence of the trust over the assurance client.
It is important to note that 290.109 should be read as: as a result
of being a trustee Mr. A holds a direct material financial interest or
an indirect material financial interest in the assurance client (ZZ).
It is argued that Mr. A. does not in fact own any of the shares in
ZZ, as all the shares are owned by the trust; therefore Mr. A. could
not possibly hold a direct material financial interest or an indirect
material financial interest in the assurance client (ZZ). Therefore
this section would not apply.
In this situation it is necessary to apply the principles as discussed
above.
P 290.109 of the IFAC Code discusses the situation where a member
of the assurance team (and here ‘firm’ is also included) holds material
a direct financial interest or a material indirect financial interest in
the assurance client as a trustee. In the author’s this does not mean
only a legal financial interest. In other words, the trustee legally
owns the shares in his/her own name. One has to take into account
that the trustee has a material direct/indirect financial interest in the
shares owned by the trust by the fact that the person is a trustee and
trustees have complete control over the assets owned by the trust
even though they do not legally own them.
P 290.105 of the IFAC Code states that, when evaluating this type
of financial interest, consideration should be given to the fact that
financial interests range from those where the individual has no
control over the investment vehicle or the financial interest held
(e.g. mutual fund, unit trust or similar intermediary vehicle) to
those where the individual has control over the financial interest
(e.g. as a trustee) or is able to influence decisions. In evaluating
the significance of any threat to independence, it is important to
consider the degree of control or influence that can be exercised
over the intermediary, the financial interest held or its investment
strategy. When control exists, the financial interest should be
considered direct. Conversely when the holder of the financial
interest has no ability to exercise such control the financial interest
should be considered indirect.
In this context, where the engagement partner as a trustee could
have significant influence over any investment decisions involving

a financial interest in the assurance client. In other words, as a
trustee does the engagement partner have significant influence
over decisions made on behalf of the trust by the trustees? A
trustee must not delegate his or her power or his or her decisionmaking powers to his or her fellow trustees. All trustees must
participate in the decision-making process. This raises the question
as to whether one trustee can significantly influence the other
trustees. Hence the concept of a minority trustee. A minority
trustee would in essence be the trustee that did not vote in line
with the majority of the trustees. Whether the minority trustee
likes it or not, he/she must participate in the implementation of the
decisions of the trust. In other words, the minority trustee cannot
refuse to “play” just because he/she did not approve or vote for
a particular decision. So, for example, if a trust whose trust deed
allows for majority decisions, properly passes a resolution to, say,
sell its investment shareholding, and the resolution is passed five
in favour, two against, the two minority trustees cannot refuse
to sign the necessary sale documents on the grounds that they
disagree with the decision.
Clearly, here the minority trustee cannot exert significant influence.
However, there will come a time when the minority trustee
becomes a majority trustee and as a result of the trustee being in
the majority probably had significant influence over the decision
made. It would then be ludicrous to say that the engagement
partner as a trustee is independent when he is in the minority
and not independent when he is in the majority. Clearly, the
engagement partner as a trustee has an independence problem.
It is quite clear from the above: “where the individual has control
over the financial interest (e.g. as a trustee)”, the trustee of a trust
has a “direct financial interest”.
Therefore, after taking everything written herein into account, it is
not possible for Tick and Bash Auditors to do an audit where the
shareholder is a trust and one of the partners of Tick and Bash
Auditors is a trustee.
Misunderstanding and Misconception
IRBA Code P 7.5 states “Where the practitioner is requested to be
a trustee, he/she should be a minority trustee”.
Many audit practitioners use the concept of a minority trustee
to argue that there are no independence issues in accepting the
appointment as trustee either in Case 1 or 2. As discussed above
there is surely no such concept as a minority trustee.
Recommendations
It’s not all doom and gloom. The author is of the opinion that, if the
following safeguard is implemented then, where the engagement
partner is a trustee of the trust and the trust owns shares in a
company that is a client of the engagement partner, Case 2 would
be allowed as follows:
The engagement partner should appoint an engagement quality
control reviewer as required by ISQC 1. An engagement quality
control review will provide an objective evaluation of the significant
judgments made by the engagement team and the conclusions
reached in formulating the report. The author advises that the
engagement quality control reviewer must be from a different
office, or even a different firm. The engament quality control
reviewer will support the independence in appearance issue that
could easily be questioned by any reasonable person. asa
Dr Steven Firer CA(SA), BCom, BCompt (Hons), MBA, DBA, IFRS
DIP (ACCA), is a Registered Auditor and IFRS Advisor with the JSE.
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Accounting for nil- or low-interest loans
from the government
L

ocally and internationally, governments are considering various
methods of assisting organisations survive the tougher
economic climate brought on by the ‘credit crunch’. An example of
one of the methods available to the government is the granting of
a loan to an organisation at a nil- or low-interest rate. South Africa
remains a relatively high interest rate environment and a nil- or lowinterest loan may therefore be a popular method of assistance, as
the recipient of the loan could enjoy a substantial interest saving.
Recipients of such loans need be aware of the revised reporting
requirements issued by the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) in respect of nil- or low-interest loans received from
the government.
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The previous treatment: a contradiction
Prior to the amendment of IAS 20 (AC 134), Accounting for
Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance
in 2008, there was a contradiction in how such a loan from the
government should be accounted for in terms of IAS 20 (AC 134)
and IAS 39 (AC 133) Financial Instruments Recognition and
Measurement.
IAS 20 (AC 134).37 stated that although loans, at a nil- or lowinterest rate, are a form of government assistance (and therefore
required narrative disclosure in the notes to the financial
statements), the benefit would not be computed by the imputation
of interest.
The journal entry upon initial recognition in terms of IAS 20
(AC 134), prior to current revisions, would therefore have been as
follows:
Dr
R
100 000

Bank
Financial liability

Cr
R
100 000

The journal entry upon initial recognition in terms of IAS 39
(AC 133) would therefore have been as follows:
Dr
R
100 000

Bank
Financial liability
First-day gain (Profit or loss)

Cr
R
90 000
10 000

(Proceeds of loan from the
government)
The revised treatment: correcting the contradiction
To resolve this contradiction, the IASB has revised the accounting
treatment in respect of the benefit associated with the receipt
of a nil- or low-interest loan from the government. The revision
to IAS 20 (AC 134) prescribes that this “benefit” should now be
accounted for as a government grant. The subsequent accounting
policy for the government grant in terms of IAS 20 (AC 134) would
then be dependent upon an assessment of the conditions attached
to the loan.
Conditions require the acquisition of a long-term asset
If the loan agreement specifies that the proceeds of such loan
should be used to purchase, or construct, a long-term asset, the
benefit at initial recognition would be regarded as a grant related
to assets. Consequently, the entity’s accounting policy will be to
account for this benefit as either deferred income or offset against
the carrying amount of the asset. The deferred income would
be recognised as an income in “profit or loss” on a systematic
basis over the useful life of the asset that the entity purchased
or constructed with the proceeds of the loan. Alternatively, if the
benefit is offset against the carrying amount of the asset, the
reduced carrying amount would result in a reduced depreciation
expense.
The journal entry for the grant related to assets will be as follows at
initial recognition:

(Proceeds of loan from the
government)
However, the actual loan from the government complied with the
definition of a “financial liability” and thus the measurement rules
of IAS 39 (AC 133) were applicable to the loan.
At initial recognition (when the proceeds of the loan were received)
the loan would be measured at its fair value. In terms of IAS 39
(AC 133) the fair value for such a loan is determined by means of a
“discounted cash flows” technique, whereby all future repayments
(interest and capital) were discounted at the “market-related”
interest rate. The fair value computed would be lower than the
proceeds received and hence a difference would arise. This
difference was classified as a “first-day gain” and immediately
recognised as income. Subsequently, all interest-expenses
recognised would be at a “market-related” interest rate computed
according to the “effective interest method”.

Dr
R
100 000

Bank

Cr
R

Financial liability

90 000

Deferred income (SFP) /
Property, plant and equipment

10 000

(Proceeds of loan from the
government)
(SFP = Statement of financial position)
No conditions to purchase or construct a long-term asset attached
If the loan agreement does not have a condition to acquire a longterm asset attached but rather other conditions, for example the
loan is to fund research and development expenditure, the benefit
would be regarded as a grant related to income. Accordingly, the
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South Africa remains a relatively high interest rate
environment and a nil- or low-interest loan may
therefore be a popular method of assistance, as the
recipient of the loan could enjoy a substantial
interest saving.
benefit would initially be recognised as deferred income in the
SFP position and subsequently recognised as income in “profit or
loss” on a systematic basis over the periods in which the entity
recognises, as expenses, the related costs for which the grant is
intended to compensate.
The journal entry at initial recognition in terms of the revised IAS
20 (AC 134) will be as follows:
Dr
R
100 000

Bank
Financial liability
Deferred income (SFP)

Cr
R
90 000
10 000

of IAS 20 (AC 134) from 1 January 2009. Interest would need to
be imputed for such a loan and the resultant benefit would be
accounted for as a government grant. Due to various complications
that may occur with regard to existing loans from the government,
the new treatment should be applied to all new loans and no
retrospective adjustments need be made to existing loans.
List of references
South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (2008).
IAS 20 (AC 134) Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure
of Government Assistance. Kengray, Johannesburg: SAICA.
South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (2008).
IAS 39 (AC 133).
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement Kengray,
Johannesburg: SAICA. asa

(Proceeds of loan from the
government)
Conclusion
An entity that receives a loan from the government at a nil- or lowinterest rate would need to comply with the revised requirements

Jared Ossip is an academic trainee, and Stephen Coetzee CA(SA) is
a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Accounting at the University
of Pretoria.
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nog oor 5% in 2007 maar hoogstens 3% in
2008, wat teleurstellend was. Maatskappy
en persoonlike inkomstebelasting het
skerp afgeneem, bv. BTW, invoerheffings,
aksyns, en veral hereregte.
In totaal het belastinginning in 2008/09
met R14bn tekort geskiet. Daarbenewens
het die Minister ’n verdere R29bn aan
verhoogde besteding toegelaat, veral
oordragte en subsidies. Hierdie skuiwe het
die begrotingssurplus van 1% van BBP in
2007/08 verander na ’n begrotingstekort
van 1% van BBP in 2008/09.
image: iStock Photo

Dit alles het hoofsaaklik stilweg gebeur.
Net so ook die aksies van die Reserwebank
waar daar nog in Desember 2008
geargumenteer is of rentekoerse wel of nie
gesny moes word nie (eerder as baie later
in 2009) en of dit 0.5% of 1% moes wees.
Die 0.5% besluit het toe gewen, met prima
af na 15%.

Ekonomiese beleid
raak aggressief
D

it lei geen twyfel dat internasionale
beleidsmakers lankal baie aggressief
optree nie. Maar dit was dan ook te
verwagte, gegewe die ergste ekonomiese
krisis in dekades.
Die Federale Reserwe het byvoorbeeld
sy rentekoerse tot nul verlaag. Baie ander
leidende sentrale banke is ook alreeds
daar of ten minste op pad. En baie
regerings het laasjaar hul deel gedoen
deur bankstelsels te waarborg, maar ook
om begrotingstekortte dramaties te laat
toeneem. Die Amerikaanse begrotingstekort
word hierdie jaar op $1200bn geraam.
Daarbenewens nog verdere fiskale
reddingspakette geskep, bestaande uit nog
ekstra besteding en belasting verligting,
in Amerika se geval tot nog $800bn meer
versprei oor twee jaar, wat die totale
begrotingstekort hierdie en volgende jaar
nader aan $1600bn opstoot (12% van BBP
jaarliks).
China het laat laasjaar ’n ekstra pakket
van $580bn aangekondig versprei oor vier
jaar. So is daar vandag baie soortgelyke
voorbeelde. Suid-Afrika het tydens al hierdie
internasionale drama redelik stil gebly, juis
omdat ons nie soos ander lande te vroeg
aggresief wil word nie. Ons bankstelsel het
hoofsaaklik ongeskonde gebly, weens min
finansieële druk, en ons ekonomie het maar
hoofsaaklik bly aanpas by plaaslike gebeure.
Sedert Oktober 2008 het dinge egter
dramaties begin verander. Die internasionale
kredietkrisis het plotseling baie fel
ekonomiese gebeure begin beïnvloed. Dit
was hoofsaaklik omdat vertroue oornag
geknak is deur Lehman se bankrotskap en

nuwe insigte (dinge was erger as voorheen,
met beleidsmakers wat blykbaar nie altyd
presies weet wat om te doen nie).
Hierdie golf van paniek het byna orals
enorme afname in besteding veroorsaak
soos huishoudings besluit het om
vervanging van duursame goedere (motors)
grootskaals uit te stel, en besighede hul
voorrade en vaste investeringsbesluite
afgeskaal en arbeid begin ontslaan het.
Hierdie selfde neigings het Suid-Afrika
vanaf Oktober 2008 nadelig getref. Daar
is aangekondig dat staalproduksie met
30% gesny gaan word, motoruitvoere met
20% verminder en later tot 30% verhoog,
platinumproduksie sal dalk met 10%
gesny word, ferrochroomproduksie en
diamantproduksie is aggressief ingekort, en
so is daar ander spesifieke voorbeelde van
maatskappye wat moes aanpas by skerp
veranderende markomstandighede.
Tog het ons beleidsmakers maar tjoepstil
gebly.
Die Rand het natuurlik al sedert begin
2008 verswak, maar eers in Oktober skerp
gedaal in reaksie op al hierdie gebeure, en
uiteindelik weer (tydelik) tot rus gekom op
10:$, so 40% swakker as in 2007.
Hierdie Randdaling was baie belangrik om
ons uitvoerders te beskerm teen die ergste
druk van buite af, net soos die olieprys se
daling van $150 in middel-2008 tot $40
vandag baie gedoen het om die daling in
ons uitvoerpryse te neutraliseer.
Gedurende 2008 het die ekonomie baie van
sy groeimomentum verloor. BBP-groei was
asa I may 2009

Eers in Februarie 2009 was dit duidelik dat
beleidsmakers wakker geskrik het, hoewel
daar gewonder is op hoe baie erger dinge
dalk sou kon word. Die Reserwebank
het die rentekoerse met ’n verdere 1%
gesny, met prima af na 14%. Reserwebank
President Mboweni het eintlik ’n sny van
2% verkies. Binne ’n dag het hy laat blyk
dat daar waarskynlik eerder bymekaar
gekom sal oord dat om nog besluite te
neem as dit sou blyk dat ekonomiese data
bly versleg.
Die vooruitsigte vir rentekoerse het
daarvolgens ’n prima van 10%-11% by middel
2009 begin verdiskonteer, soos ook in die
markte alreeds vir geruime die geval was.
Die Minister van Finansies het ’n week
later ook sy bydrae gemaak tydens die
begroting. Belastinginvordering sal hierdie
jaar R50bn minder wees as begroot,
terwyl besteding tot R63bn meer sal wees
as begroot, veral gemik op die armes.
Volgende jaar sal belastinginvordering
waarskynlik ook nog R50bn minder wees
as begroot, terwyl besteding weer R56bn
meer sal wees.
Dit sal veroorsaak dat die begrotingstekort
vanjaar nog verder vergroot tot 4% van BBP
voordat dit volgende jaar begin afneem
soos wat die ekonomie begin herstel.
Die ommeswaai in die fiskale posisie van
soveel as 5% van BBP sal 50/50 deur
verminderde belastinginvordering en
verhoogde besteding bygedra word.
Hierdie olieprys, Rand, rentekoers en
fiskale skuiwe is almal baie groot en
behoort te help om die ekonomie binnekort
te stabiliseer en weer versnelde groei vanaf
2010 aan te moedig, mits globale gebeure
ons situasie nie in die tussentyd verder
ondermyn nie. asa
Cees Bruggemans is hoofekonoom van
First National Bank. Besoek sy webwerf
www.fnb.co.za/economics en skryf in op sy
gratis e-pos artikels.
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O

n seeing the new Mercedes Benz M
Class entering the driveway, the only
thing on my mind was this car is huge.
Once I got past this, however, I noticed
how classy and sophisticated this SUV
really is and oh so easy on the eye. I guess
the white colour gave the ML a presence,
but also magnified its size.

imageS: WWW.AUTOMOBILESREVIEW.COM

The new version of the M class has a
revised sports grill, headlights and tail
lights. Overall the vehicle does not look
very different from its predecessor, but it
exudes quality and style.
The M Class now come standard with all the
creature comforts that you may need, such
as parktroninc (parking assistance), automatic
7 speed gearbox, leather seats etc.
This altogether makes for a very well built
and equipped vehicle that I found very
difficult to fault. As you would expect,
the interior is very spacious as you would
expect, with extensive areas of glass and
consequently good allround visibility.
On entering the vehicle, the first thing
you notice being the driver is the lack of a
gear selector in the centre consol, this has
been moved to the steering wheel consol,
and looks similar to an indicator stalk. It
takes a bit of getting used to, but after
driving the vehicle a few times, I actually
began enjoying the location of the gear
selector, as it was never in the way of the
cup holders or any spills that may result
therefrom. When switching off the vehicle,
normally one has to engage park before the
key can be removed, however, this new
vehicle automatically selects park when
the engine is switched off. Fortunately,
the vehicle can also be driven in manual,
as well, which is also done through the
paddles located behind the steering wheel,
which comes in handy perticularly during
off-road use.
Overall, the interior is very well laid out with
lots of space, storage and the additional 12v
sockets in the boot and in the passenger
section, which came in handy when the
kids wanted to charge their PSPs. The
vehicle’s boot is big enough to carry the
family‘s luggage including the dog, and if
need be the seats fold in a 60:40 split.
The vehicle is obviously equiped with all the
safety features that have become a norm for
this category of vehicle. The vehicle has many
airbags including curtain airbags. In future, it
will also come standard with the anticipatory
occupant protection system PRE-SAFE® and
NECK-PRO head restraints. Crash sensors
ensure subsequent unlocking of the doors, as
well as activation of the interior lighting and
the hazard warning lights. Anti lock braking
system (ABS), brake assist system (BAS),
electronic stability programme (ESP) etc or
in laymans terms all electronically controlled
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The New
Mercedes M Class
devices that help the car stay firmly on the
road, especially when driving through our
infamous Gauteng storms!
On the road, the vehicle is an absolute
dream to drive, the controls are light with
good steering feedback. The ride is also
very soft but the vehicle does not feel like
it is floating all over the road, you always
feel in control. As a result of the high centre
of gravity, don’t expect to throw this SUV
into corners at high speeds, rather gently
approach the corner and it will take it in
its stride. Remember this vehicle was not
designed as a street legal race vehicle. If
that is your cup of tea rather opt for the ML
63 AMG, which will not, however, manage
much off-road.
If 4x4 is more what you would like to do
with your vehicle, then this vehicle is
for you. To my suprise, these vehicles
can now be fitted with low range as an
optional extra. For all you enthusiasts out
there that means that this is no longer
just a soft roader, but rather a decent offasa I may 2009

roader, but although with some limitations.
Unfortunately the vehicle was not fitted
with this optional extra, but did have a
button that can activate hill decent and
off-road mode. On depressing the off-road
mode, the vehicle changes from Dr Jekel
into Mr Hyde. It suddenly has lots of torque
and feels a lot more capable over land.
So the vehicle looks good, handles well,
is capable of going off the beaten track,
what could be wrong? Well nothing, really,
if you can afford it that is. The base model
starts of at around R64000 and I guess if
that is not a problem then the urban fuel
consuption of 16l/100km should not be a
problem. Overall I managed 14l/100km.
In conclusion, I am not sure what exactly
the boffins at Mercedes Benz have
done with the ML, but they have surely
transformed it into one of the best SUVs in
its class. asa
Azim Omar CA(SA) is the Project Director:
Small Practices, SAICA.

I death and taxes I

Fiscal fidelity
he succeeds in ordering them so as
to secure that result, then, however
unappreciative the Commissioners of
Inland Revenue or his fellow taxpayers
may be of his ingenuity, he cannot be
compelled to pay an increased tax.”
Nowadays the status and efficacy of the
Westminster principle is in considerable
doubt. The courts would probably conclude
that the arrangements were a sham, as
there was little likelihood that, if a domestic
servant left the Duke’s employment,
he could still enforce payment of the
covenanted sums. In any event, the law
was subsequently changed to prevent
such payments being deductible for surtax
purposes.

image: http://en.wikipedia.org
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But what, I hear you ask, has this got to
do with South Africa and the heading to
this month’s column? A unique example
of modern day virtue and fiscal fidelity
was set by former President Nelson
Mandela. Not long after taking office in
1993 he ensured that Section 10(1)(c) of
the Income Tax Act was amended. This
section exempted State Presidents and
their widows, from paying income tax on
their salaries and pensions. It still applies
to former State Presidents and their
widows but Mr Mandela ensured that he
and his successors would pay income tax
like everybody else. What a marvellous
example of fiscal fidelity!

T

he motto of the family of The Duke
of Westminster, arguably one of the
richest men in the world, is virtus non
stemma – virtue, not ancestry. The title
dates back to 1622 when it was bestowed
by King Charles the First. The King himself
was later beheaded by Oliver Cromwell’s
Army in 1649. How times have changed!
The present Duke’s illustrious ancestry
did not prevent one of his predecessors
making tax avoidance history in 1936
in the landmark case Inland Revenue
Commissioners v The Duke of
Westminster.
The Duke employed a very large number
of people that worked in his houses and
gardens. None of the wages were tax

deductible, so the Duke entered into seven
year irrevocable Deeds of Covenant to pay
his domestic staff; the covenants would
continue whether or not the employees
remained in his service. The advantage
of this specious legal arrangement was
that the covenanted payments, which
corresponded to the employees’ former
wages, were deductible for surtax
purposes.
The arrangements elicited the famous
dictum from Lord Tomlin in the Court of
Appeal:
“Every man is entitled if he can to
arrange his affairs so that the tax
attaching under the appropriate Acts
is less than it otherwise would be. If
asa I may 2009

It should not be forgotten that, until the
invention of Pay-As-You-Earn tax during
the Second World War, Customs & Excise
Duties were the principal source of Inland
Revenue’s income, both here and in the
United Kingdom. Both were easily policed.
As B E V Sabine observes in his Short
History of Taxation (published by The
Institute of Taxation in London), there was
an “engagingly cavalier attitude towards
income tax returns”, that is, until the
introduction of PAYE tax. The incidence of
tax evasion was high and, in consequence,
little attention was paid to tax avoidance.
Increasing surveillance by the authorities in
South Africa and the United Kingdom soon
changed that.

I death and taxes I

It is often said that honesty is the best
policy and, in the context of dealings with
SARS, that is unquestionably true. It should
not be forgotten, however, that Archbishop
Richard Whately, who coined the expression
in the 19th century, added a rider: “but he
who is governed by that maxim is not an
honest man”. He was intending to say that
someone who has to think about the maxim
before acting cannot be entirely honest.
The Law Reports are full of colourful
comments by judges presiding over tax
evasion and tax avoidance cases. Lord
Justice Diplock famously said in a Customs
& Excise case in 1969 (Commissioner of
C & E v Top Ten Promotions 3 All ER 39 at
69) that:
“There are few greater stimuli to human
ingenuity than the prospect of avoiding
fiscal liability. Experience shows that
under this stimulus human ingenuity
outreaches Parliamentary prescience”.
On balance, Courts in the United States
seem to take a more robust view about
legitimate tax avoidance and in many cases
they have rebuked the US Internal Revenue
Service for its aggressive attitude towards
certain taxpayers. Thus, in International
Harvester Company v Wisconsin

Department of Taxes (1944) 322 U.S. 435
to 450, the judge observed that:
“Might does not make right even in
taxation”.
And in Stewart Dry Goods Company v
Lewis (1935) 294 U.S. 550 at 560:
“Gross inequalities may not be ignored
for the sake of ease of collection”.
Perhaps the most stringent criticism came
from the renowned Judge Frankfurter in
Capitol Greyhound Lines v Brice (1950) 339
U.S.542 at 552:
“Systems of taxation need not
achieve the ideal. But the fact that the
Constitution does not demand pure
reason and is satisfied by practical
reason does not justify unreason.”
Taxation systems are not designed, and nor
is it possible to design them, with a perfect
distribution of benefit and burden. Their
authors must at times be satisfied with a
rough and ready form of justice.
As long ago as 1776, Adam Smith
recognised this in his magnum opus An
Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations. Smith made
it clear that the subjects of every state
ought to contribute towards the support

A tribute to Penelope Webb
It is with much sadness that I record the
imminent retirement of our regular tax
columnist, Penelope Webb.
This (May) edition of ASA will feature the last
edition of Death and Taxes.
Nobody likes paying tax, and reading about tax
is probably second only to paying tax in the
onerous stakes.
However, with Penelope Webb’s column all
that did not matter. Her column was always
entertaining, factual and educational and, of
course, varied from funny to hilarious. Quite
simply, Death and Taxes has been among the best
taxation columns I have ever had the privilege of
reading and certainly the most entertaining.

of the government as nearly as possible
in proportion to their respective abilities
to pay. He went on to say, however, that
every tax ought to be so contrived as both
to take out and to keep out of the pockets
of the people as little as possible, over and
above what it brings into the treasury of the
state.
Smith’s strictures have led to numerous
innovative methods of gathering income
tax, none more so than in the idyllic islands
of Bermuda where in the 18th century the
Governor-General introduced a special tax
on bachelors to encourage matrimony.
The population at that time was only 8 000
and this seemed to be a rough and ready
attempt at social engineering. The present
population of the islands is about 80 000, so
perhaps this is a good example of a tax that
achieved its aims? Of course, not so many
years ago in South Africa, unmarried men
paid more income tax than married men.
The matter of fiscal fidelity demonstrated
by President Mandela is aptly illustrated by
the motto of Lord Ormathwaite - veritas
et virtus vincunt – Truth and Virtue
must prevail. And, unlike the Duke of
Westminster, Lord Ormathwaite does not
feature in any tax avoidance case. asa
Penelope Webb, who for some years
worked in industry, is a former tax partner
of a large international accounting firm.

How does one ever fully recognise and thank
so erudite a contributor to ASA? Be that as
it may, SAICA, as well as the profession, is
extraordinarily grateful for the many hours of
thought provoking tax education, entertainment
and intellectual capital inherent in Penelope’s
eight-year contribution.
This tribute would not be complete without
recording SAICA’s recognition of Penelope
Webb’s impressive skills as a tax consultant
and writer.
Penelope, may your retirement bring you at the
very least as much satisfaction as your column
has brought to our readership.
In the July edition of ASA we shall publish
readers’ appreciation of Penelope’s
contributions. If you wish to participate, please
send your tribute to rainaj@saica.co.za.

This column has also consistently received
the highest ratings from members in various
survey’s.

And most grateful thanks from an immensely
appreciative team at Accountancy SA.

Death and Taxes started in the October 2000
edition of ASA, since which time Penelope
never missed an edition or a deadline.

Willi Coates
Senior Executive: Marketing
Publisher: Accountancy SA
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orchestrate
v. tr 1 arrange, combine or direct elements for maximum effect
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T Governance is so often mistaken
for being some jargon about ethics in
cyberspace. Quite simply it’s about how
effective decisions are made around IT.
Many business executives, senior IT staff
and even directors are confused about
how IT decisions are made. Most business
executives have a standard question –
“what’s the ROI (Return on Investment)?”
The very next question shows the problem
– IT is seen as a cost with benefits that
will be realised over a period of time.
More significant questions that business
executives should be asking are:
1. What is our IT strategy and is this aligned
to our business strategy?
2. What are the guiding principles that help
us determine our technology choice?
3. Does the investment fit into our IT
architecture?
4. Will this investment mitigate risk or will it
bring new risks?
5. What process KPI’s (Key Performance
Indicators) will improve with the
organisation and when will we realise
these benefits?

IT Governance
Rakesh Beekum, ND CDP, MBA, is Chief Information Officer, SAICA.

More importantly, the terms of reference
of these forums must outline the decision
making criteria and the rights of the roles
of the players. Accountability at this stage
must be clear and relentless support must
be given to the relevant stakeholders.
Guiding Principles
Guiding principles are important and
help organisations to guide their decision
making. The rationale and impact of the
guiding principles not only helps with
the decision making process but also
helps with change management from a
communications perspective. An example
of a guiding principle on purchasing
computers could be: the organisation will
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Alignment of IT strategy to business
strategy
Strategy is about positioning and owning a
space within the overall corporate strategy.
Organisations get stuck on the idea that
IT is an enabler and it must be therefore
support the business processes. Whilst
this may be true for most organisations,
it is those organisations that deem IT as a
driver that develop sustainable competitive
advantage. Whether an enabler or a driver
IT strategy is chosen, the IT strategy must
be aligned to organisational strategy and
signed off by the accountable parties.
Various governance forums can be set
up (or joined) to articulate, and track after
progress of the strategy, such as project
steering committees, architecture councils,
risk committees, strategy committees, etc.

purchase Dell machines that fit into the
technology roadmap.
The rationale of this principle decision
means the purchasing from one vendor
would leverage economies of scale and
lower the total cost of ownership. Buying
only one brand would mean that the
support technicians will understand only
the one technology set and cross skilling
becomes easy, alleviating the problem of
training in multiple brands. Developing
supplier relationships is equally important
as suppliers are likely to become partners
rather than vendors, creating a win-win
situation for both parties.
However, the implications of this principle
could mean signing long-term contracts
asa I may 2009

committing the organisation, and a limited
product range.
Architectural fit
At the most basic level understanding
of IT architecture, it boils down to what
standards our organisation adheres to
from an infrastructure, information and
application perspective. IT architecture
from a governance perspective is about
documenting how all the information
and applications “talk” to each other in
the most effective and efficient manner.
The storage and retrieval mechanisms
are equally important and require design
principles and architectural artefacts.
Risk appetite
Whilst technology implementations
mitigate risk, they also bring new risks to
the organisation. Proper risk schedules
must be developed and plans to mitigate
these risks must be monitored. Generally,
IT mobilises its strategy through project
methodologies and individual risk
schedules are maintained. A consolidated
risk schedule of the projects should be
incorporated into the enterprise risk
schedule.
Good IT governance also addresses the
risk appetite of an organisation. A broad
generalisation is that IT folk are like kids –
they are adventurous, ambitious and want
to try anything new –cool! Whilst the rest of
the organisation is cautious and sometimes
scared that data may be lost and technology
may fail at the wrong time, a good balance
must be found by understanding the risk
profile of the projects.
Benefits realisation
Good IT governance dictates that benefits
must be identified early in projects and
strategies. These benefits must then be
realised and tracked. I have seen all too
often that business cases being developed
as motivation for finances which are
then shelved once the funds have been
approved.
Good IT governance is about creating
a learning organisation and culture of
effective IT decision making.
SAICA has developed an IT Governance
Toolkit called GovernIT that will assist
organisations to assess themselves and
improve their IT Governance. asa
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or years the IT gurus of this world have
told business how important it is to
have systems in place that will store data
“so that it can help business grow”. While
in itself this statement might hold a lot of
truth, it is not entirely true to the level that
was expected, albeit that it certainly did
grow a good number of IT businesses!
So, was all the effort expended on
developing systems to store data wasted?
Definitely not. In fact, it was very much
needed and will remain so in future;
however the problem is that merely
storing data is not adding all the value that
business people came to expect.
Which must lead us to the question:
“What should be done then to obtain the
maximum value from this vast amount
of data stored?” The answer to that is;
implement and use a BI solution.
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So what is BI? For most people BI stands
for Business Intelligence, although some
cynics claim that to be an oxymoron.
Many users started to call it Business
Information, which rings a lot closer to
the truth. A system can only provide
information, but it remains the intelligence
of the human mind that will use that
information productively and/or creatively.
It is my view that BI should actually stand
for “doing Business Intelligently”, as that
must surely be the ultimate goal for any BI
project.
Harvey Jones defines BI as: “Business
intelligence (BI) is a broad category of
applications and technologies for gathering,
storing, analysing, and providing access to
data to help enterprise users make better
business decisions. BI applications include
the activities of decision support systems,
query and reporting, online analytical
processing (OLAP), statistical analysis,
forecasting, and data mining.”
Wherein the past, IT systems mainly
focused on getting information into
systems (remember the good old days
of Data Capturers?), the focus with BI is
now to get the data out, but in a clever,
informative way. And this is really where
the benefit of a good BI solution lies. But
BI is not only about getting data out, it very
often is also about getting more data in, but
in this case into a Data Warehouse. In most
instances, companies use transactional
business systems. A transactional system
records transactions as and when it
happens. However, it does not keep a
history of data. For example, a system will
record the fact that a customer’s address
has been changed, but it will not keep

What is BI?
Jaco Venter, NHDip Elec (Eng), MBA, is Business Information Manager, SAICA.

history of the old address and link that to
a date. Therefore one cannot report on
where your customers stayed on any given
date and then trend the changes.
BI resolves this in terms of Data
Warehouses. This means a “snapshot” of
data is being taken at regular intervals and
stored for later analysis.
A practical example
A good example of the benefit that BI can
deliver is the innovative way in which a
number of people started dealing with the
data that is stored in all PABX’s (telephone
exchange systems).
Most of us are aware of the fact that all
calls, incoming and outgoing are being
logged. In big companies this amounts
to a huge number of records, each with
a host of detail. We are used to seeing
our monthly telephone usage report.
Some companies even go so far as to
compare the actual telephone usage, in
terms of costs, to the budget, but in most
companies that is how far it goes.
So what did these guys do? Well, they knew
that most, if not all, company’s employees
tend to misuse the telephones, which led to
high telephone bills,and lower productivity.
After all, you are at work to add value to
your company and not to catch up with the
latest news from your home town!

However, companies find it very difficult
to effectively manage this, as the possible
saving does not warrant the sheer amount
of effort expended in “dissecting” each
employee’s telephone record. In order to
assist companies, and to create a business
for themselves, these entrepreneurs used
BI tools to analyse call patterns over a
period, resulting in much clearer reports,
which management then could use to deal
with the exceptions.
For example, it was found in one company
that nobody exceeded the “5 minute” rule
(no calls to be longer than five minutes),
however by looking at the dialling patterns,
it was found that certain numbers had
been dialled multiple times a day, one after
the other, and always from two different
extensions.
Further investigation proved that the
employee bypassed the 5 minute rule,
by simply ending a call, (which was to his
girlfriend) at around four minutes, then
dialling her again from the phone next to
his and continuing the conversation. This
way he ended up talking to her for more
than an hour every day, but it was never
picked up on the standard reports!
The companies that do these analyses do
not just look for individual calls that exceed
the limit, but rather look for patterns or
trends. It is those patterns that tell them a

A typical BI architecture will look as follows:
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possible story, which can then be further
investigated. The success rate in doing
these analyses is very high, in fact it is so
good that all of the South African based
companies that use this business concept
will not charge you any upfront fees. They
only take a percentage of the reduction of
your telephone bill!

all member demographic data. Here we
looked at amongst others, the age, gender
and race distribution of our members.
For example, one of the objectives of
SAICA is to increase the number of women
employed as well as the number of African
and Coloured CAs. The “standard” reports
painted a bleak picture: As at 1 January
2009, non-whites only made up 14.29%
of all CAs and only 26.34% of CAs were
female. However, when you look deeper
into the data you start to get a much better
story: Of CAs aged 55 to 60, 91% are
white males. Of age group 41 – 45, 73%
are white males, but when we look at the
new CAs, age group 26 – 30, only 39%
are white males! So the story is clear,
the effort that SAICA is putting towards
transformation is starting to pay dividends.

The aim of the analysis is always to gain
a better insight into the “story” that lies
behind the data. In fact, that is the credo of
BI, “what is the story?”
While a system cannot ever tell you the
story, it can analyse and present the data,
now converted into information, in such a
manner that you will be able to use your
intelligence to interpret the story. Hence
my point that BI is a system that enables
you to do business intelligently!

Looking at the graph, one can clearly see
the success that has been made over the
years. See diagram 1 below.

The SAICA experience
SAICA, realising that in order for it to
effectively serve its members it would
have to understand its members better,
embarked on a BI project early in 2008.

SAICA’s Transformation & Growth division
is already putting the new BI tool to good
use. The tool provides up-to-date member
and trainee information which is used in
many areas such as:

The main focus was to analyse the
member demographics, who are they,
where do they stay, what interaction do
they have with SAICA, how is SAICA
serving them, etc? SAICA partnered with a
specialist BI company called Harvey Jones,
that had a solid track record in terms of BI
implementations.

• Reporting on the progress of projects at
Board and Council meetings;
• Keeping career awareness presentations
fresh when we visit learners and
students;
• Providing useful background information
for funding proposals.

The first phase or plateau that was
completed in June 2008 was to deal with

Diagram 1
20-25

28-30

31-35

38-40

Previously our statistics were always
out of date but now we have up-to-date
information at our fingertips. And we’ve
only just touched on the surface of what BI
can do for us!
And this is exactly the benefit of a BI
system. Get the real information that gives
the real story, which enables the decision
makers in business to make effective
decisions.
After the member demographic plateau
SAICA added information regarding
seminars and events, CPD and
examinations.
The overall feeling amongst SAICA staff,
who have thus far been involved and
impacted upon by the BI project, is that
BI is providing them a new means to deal
with their members. In the words of Div
Lamprecht, SAICA Regional Executive
of the Central Region: “We are now
able to analayse data of membership
demographics, seminars and events that
was never available before. This will enable
us to take service delivery to our members
to a new level.”
So was it all smooth sailing? Not at all.
During the project it was found that there
were certain data errors and/or gaps and
even that some business processes were
not optimal. So in order to go on with the
project, SAICA had to address these first.
But herein lies an additional, albeit not
intended, benefit of BI. BI tends to bring
very quickly to the fore any data errors and/
or inadequacies, which very often is the
result of business processes that needs
attention.

41-45

So, by being able to look at your data in an
all new manner, BI also allow you to reconsider business processes.
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In conclusion, BI is a very effective tool
to enable companies to intelligently
interact with the vast amounts of data;
however, BI will remain just a tool and will
always require the human mind to ask the
question: “What is the story?”
The combination of a good and solid BI tool
with a sound business mind is bound to
render good returns to any company that
wishes to excel. asa
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The CFO challenge:

do the right tools exist?

Rod Stout BSc (Hons), is a Director at Business Modellinhg Associates, (Pty) LTD.
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tartling results from the recent SAICA
survey on the ‘South African CFO of
the Future’ revealed that more than 70%
of CFOs believe that their most important
role within the organisation on a five
year horizon will be that of planner and
strategist. The reason for the alarm bells
is that many CFOs today will readily admit
that they are poorly equipped to execute
this role, particularly as their current
systems do not provide the accuracy and
decision support capability to perform this
function adequately. This article considers
the conundrum facing CFOs who cannot
trust their data and don’t know where to
turn to next by exploring new technologies
that have emerged such as Integrated
Business Planning (IBP) also known as
Enterprise Optimisation.
According to research conducted by Ernst
& Young among 250 of the world’s most
powerful and influential business people,
four key areas of activity for CFOs were:

• being a strategic partner to the board (65%)
• annual budgeting and outlook forecasting
(61%)

• risk management (57%)
• business management reporting (51%).
SAICA’s report supports these findings,
revealing that the majority of respondents
believe that in five years time they will
spend even more time on strategic
planning, risk identification, trending or
predictive modelling, scenario and what-if
analysis, as well as corporate performance
management - all key aspects related
to their role as planners and strategists
responsible for shaping the future direction
of the organisation.
The problem with Planning as it exists
today
The single most important lesson that
can be learnt from this current economic
downturn is the value of planning. When
done well, strategy planning can create
a real competitive advantage. However
corporate executives, business unit leaders
and dedicated planning managers, know
all too well that strategic planning does not
typically drive a company’s critical decision
making process.

According to Richard Rumelt, Professor
of Strategy at UCLA’s Anderson School of
Management, “Most corporate strategic
plans have little to do with strategy. They
are simply three-year rolling resource
budgets and some sort of market share
projection.”
A recent survey by the McKinsey Global
Institute on Strategic Planning supports
Professor Rumelt’s statement revealing
that a mere 23% of a company’s important
strategic decisions are made within the
recognised strategic planning process. In
other words, nearly 80% of a company’s
most important decisions are made either
by the CEO or by small groups of senior
executives, outside the formal process.
The concern is what this can lead to. In the
McKinsey survey, corporate executives
reported that 17% of the capital invested
by their companies went towards
underperforming investments that should
have been terminated. Another 16% of
their investments were a mistake to have
been financed in the first place. Even
worse, another 21% of capital should have
been approved but was not.
Current Planning systems not living up
to expectations
A common problem is that most planning
systems in use today are not fully integrated.
This lack of integration restricts insight
and understanding at the enterprise level.
Therefore managers cannot evaluate
strategic alternatives objectively, nor can
they effectively allocate resources. Without
understanding the company’s collective
performance drivers, managers cannot
determine priorities and economic ‘trade-offs.’
Non-integrated systems and inadequate
planning and ‘what-if’ analysis capabilities
force managers to make decisions without
understanding the complete picture. In
place of information, management is
forced to use well-educated guesses and
assumptions; and results from assumptionbased activities can be devastating.
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Too many companies today make
assumptions about costs, customer
profitability, product profitability, demand
fulfilment capacity, and associated cash
flow and balance sheet impacts. In addition
to repeatedly poor decision-making, this
overload of assumptions also prevents
adequate linkage between strategy and
execution.
Most strategies include elements for
marketing, sales, finance, production and
human resources. While these components
may be independent, the actions in one
area will have an impact on the enterprise,
thereby influencing the value of any
given strategy. Missing the impact across
interdependent strategic initiatives often
causes management to miss important
nuances and can cause embarrassing and
costly mistakes.
The problem is that most companies
today operate with standard costing
systems, using spreadsheets to evaluate
strategic alternatives and make financial
planning decisions. Increased complexity
of operations, faster market changes
and stronger competition are forcing top
executives across a variety of industries
to re-evaluate the effectiveness of this
spreadsheet approach.
Spreadsheets and other systems such
as Business Intelligence, Corporate
Performance Management, and Supply
Chain Management cannot provide the
enterprise-wide information required to
effectively evaluate the decisions that
yield the best overall financial results for
companies. These systems are not holistic,
they do not accurately represent or optimise
for financial impact of decisions, and they
do not communicate the right information
to all relevant stakeholders.
The reason for this is that current systems
provide only a limited view of performance
and opportunities, leaving executives with
many unanswered questions…
• “All of our investments promise a return
of at least 35%, yet our average return
for the past 10 years has been under
10%.”
• “We sold more of our most profitable
product yet made less profit.”
• “Our company expanded capacity
expecting to reduce our costs per
unit, yet they went up and our profits
decreased.”
Performance management is a difficult
task under these circumstances. CFOs
cannot understand the top profit drivers and
therefore they are less confident of their
financial performance commitments. Under

this scenario visibility is poor; the CFO is
therefore at risk of not meeting financial
projections and cannot properly anticipate
problems.
The need for Integrated Business
Planning or Enterprise Optimisation
Companies should move towards a
more comprehensive system that allows
managers to identify the decisions with
the best strategic and financial impact
to the company. An Integrated Business
Planning or Enterprise Optimisation
system incorporates activity based costing,
constraint-oriented process modelling
and comprehensive financial modelling
to provide an enterprise-wide view of the
business that supports all the important
strategic and tactical decisions.
The technology analyst firm Gartner
defines Integrated Business Planning (IBP)
as: “A set of systems, processes, and
competencies that forms the strategic
alignment and modelling capability that is
missing from the traditional operationally
focused sales and operations planning
(S&OP) processes. IBP links corporate
performance management to S&OP,
with capability for strategic and financial
modelling and analytics.”
Enterprise Optimisation tools model
not only processes and operations,
but also profit, cash flow, and balance
sheet implications, all validated to a
company’s financials. To do this, Enterprise
Optimisation systems model opportunity
values (true economic values) and
marginal costs. In comparison, alternative
technologies often use assumptions,
heuristics and averages to estimate costs
and profit implications. Furthermore, other
technologies have limited ability to model
balance sheet items and therefore cannot
accurately measure the real life impact of
capital expenditure decisions.
Understanding the business end to end,
including operational and financial factors,
is critical to properly assessing the
opportunities and threats facing a company.
Today most companies make decisions
in silos without taking into account how
this will impact another business unit and
also fall victim to a number of unforeseen
factors. A holistic model of the enterprise
solves this problem by simulating the
impact of a decision across the entire
physical and financial network, taking
into account the relevant constraints and
highlighting the real financial impact of a
decision.
Typical scenarios that can be modelled
with Enterprise Optimisation tools
• What should our profit targets be for the
quarter and year?

• Which capital investment decisions best
support our targets and how do we
identify which opportunities will provide
the greatest return on investment?
• Which metrics should we use to set
targets? What are the implications?
• What is the impact of changes in supply
costs, product demand, new regulations
and competitor pricing on our P&L? What
should we do as a result?
• What are the opportunities to reduce
working capital while maintaining current
levels of profitability and cash flows?
• What should our future business model
be? Should we acquire/merge with
another firm?
The data is there to be used, why not
use it properly?
Enterprise Optimisation acts as a
decision support engine to make current
systems and ERP data more productive
by quickly identifying and quantifying the
key decisions that will have the greatest
impact on future financial performance.
It enables stronger decision-making
and communication, and identifies the
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that
are worth tracking, and their impact on
performance. With Enterprise Optimisation
tools, a company can accurately represent
its value chain end to end - from the
supplier’s supplier to the customer’s
customer.
Enterprise Optimisation does not replace
a company’s IT investments but rather
leverages the data contained in existing
ERP or enterprise systems. The technology
is typically configured and deployed in a
matter of weeks with minimal resources
and change management required.
Implementing an Enterprise Optimisation
system can lead to significant improvement
in performance. Companies that have
deployed such a system enterprisewide have seen as much as a 400%
improvement in profits. Unlike other
systems, quick wins can be gained in a
matter of months.
Enterprise Optimisation systems can
provide unprecedented insights that
will enable companies to not only take
financial performance to a new level, but
also to fundamentally change the way
their executive teams make decisions
and compete in the market. Ultimately it
enables CFO’s to perform their new role as
strategic planner to the best of their abilities
and therefore maximise shareholder value
into the long term. asa
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The evidence of fit
Jan van Ommen, Director Governance,
Risk & Compliance, Aptronics (Pty) Ltd.

“I have no time for you guys telling me that
the processes and procedures told you to
do this! It is not working! Period!”
As an accountant you must have heard
such frustration through the grapevines
at your company or while working at your
customer. Of course the impact of such
frustration will depend on which end of the
conversation the frustrated persons sit. For
the sake of the story we will assume that
their names are Buss and App and both are
part of the Exec team. When Buss is the
one who expressed the frustration above,
then Buss might be driven by the fact that
the business just incurred the biggest
financial loss due App’s people not doing
what they are supposed to do. It will then
be App who sits, or rather shivers, on the
other side of the conversation (in going
through all the steps that the processes
dictated to the team… trying to re-assess
what went wrong… and why the IT group
manager authorised last year’s intensive
and expensive IT Governance project in the
first place!).
This story comes to the truth. IT
Governance projects are mainly outsourced
and are time consuming; introduced by IT
with high expectations and accompanied
by budgets that definitely reads “ROI” all
over them. Yet they do not always deliver
the perceived value… and as such turn out

to be another cost. Sadly all too often IT
Governance is seen as a once-off project
and not an ongoing process. This results
in necessity for management of outdated
processes and procedures.
Should we ask IT to stop their attempts
to implement Governance, Best Practices
and Standards when most of the attempts
seem to be fruitless? No! But we should
also not let them consume like blind bats,
just to satisfy compliancy requirements nor
to govern processes that do not contribute
to the success of IT and the critical
business it serves in the first place. They
should be taught to expect a helping hand
from colleagues working in a discipline that
is not necessarily directly directly related.
Experts increasingly recognise that
Chartered Accountants are no longer to
confine themselves merely to accounting
for past events, but that they have to
broaden their horizons in terms of new
and evolving concepts like Management
Accounting. That practice extends to
areas such as Strategic Management,
Performance Management and Risk
Management and takes a detour from
the pure financial checks and balances to
the more forward looking and decision
orientated, information “value-creators”.
Management Accountants shift the
emphasis from the historic area of internal
asa I may 2009

controls, audits and compliancy checks to
a level where performance on compliance
is challenged against the contributing value
to the (future) business. And that is where
IT can draw its lessons when embarking on
implementing IT Governance processes or
executing audits on its practice. Learn to
apply one basic rule: Always address the
Evidence of Fit! Let us explore what we
mean by that.
Evidence, in this sense, is finding the
proof that IT processes and Governance
structures are in place and properly
documented. It also extends to (randomly
obtained) proof that operational adherence
to and compliance with these documented
governance structures and processes is
according the expected and (documented)
outcome. But the most important part of
that evidence is questioning the FIT of it (or
IT) towards the actual business objectives
and resultant requirements. Bridging the
IT performance from the cost perspective
side to the value proposition is governing if
the bridge fits and serves its purpose. It is
of no value to the business when incidents,
changes and investments are managed and
applied in compliance with the documented
generic processes but in reality do not
address the immediate business pressures
and actual needs.
There is definitely a role that Management
Accounting can play in educating the
organisation in general, and IT specifically,
on how to govern the structures that
contribute towards the strategic intent of
the business. Applying the basic “Evidence
of Fit” rule will help you on that journey.
And remember, collaboration and
interrogation might not always go hand in
hand. But that is for another time… asa
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here is an underground revolution
sweeping through the corporate sector.
The Gamer generation is here and if these
employees aren’t already changing your
organisation, they soon will. Generation
X is the first generation to grow up with
computer games rather than with board
games as a means of entertainment. As
the Millennials follow Generation X into
the workplace the recreation habits of
these groups are changing the way they do
business.
There are numerous implications for
business but they can be simplified into two
generic areas; the impact on organisational
structures and culture, and the impact on
the way we lead, manage and train. Gamers
bring critical skills and perspectives to
companies that now operate in a rapidly
changing reality.
Who Are They?
There is a common misperception that
gamers are geeks with poor social and
leadership skills. The reality is that gaming
is so pervasive today that the young man
or woman sitting close to you probably falls
into the group…and they look no different
from you.
42

John Beck & Mitchell Wade wrote a book
examining the impact of gamers on the
business world. In the book they described
the following traits that gamers bring with
them into business as a result of their
gaming based worldview:
• Arrogance – gamers often project
themselves as experts in whatever
they do.
• Sociability – gamers aren’t alone when
they sit at their computers playing multiplayer games. They are interacting socially
with thousands of other players at the
same time.
• Coordination – gamers are great multitaskers. A recent study found gamers
have the same mental agility as people
who speak multiple languages. The theory
is that gaming forces you to filter out the
irrelevant when making decisions.
• Flexibility – games always have more than
one way to win, or to complete a level.
Gamers are subsequently very flexible and
creative in overcoming obstacles. They are
analytical, strategic, and open-minded in
approaching problems.
• Competitive team players – Gamers
play to win, but rarely win by playing on
their own. While there is an egotistical
and personal ambition driving them,
gamers know how to work effectively and
efficiently in teams in order to achieve
specific outcomes.
• Insubordinate – The only authority
gamers experience online is that of other
gamers. There is no hierarchy other than
one that is earned by game play.

The Corporate
Gaming Generation
Raymond de Villiers is CEO, Wisdom Games

In light of these traits, companies and their
leaders have two choices. They can fight
against them and try to force gamers into
the traditional mould, or they can roll with
them and modify organisations to get the
best out of gamers as employees.
South African companies need to embrace
unique, gamer-friendly work environments.
As the corporate world is being exposed
to the gamers’ virtual worlds, it will see a
growing influence on how companies train
and communicate.
The trend of utilising gaming in the
workplace is largely driven by the rising
influence and profile of virtual online
worlds. These online worlds allow users
to create alternate realities such as that
offered by Second Life, and in a similar vein
the computer game SIMS. This is a trend
that is expected to continue throughout
2009 as organisations begin to recognise
the merits of incorporating gaming into
their basket of tools. As a universal
social dynamic, computer gaming is an
increasingly influential reality.
It is safe to say therefore that in the
future we can expect more uptakes
of the opportunities offered by these
environments. There are several reasons
for anticipating this; some of which are
rooted in the economic experiences of
late 2008 and those expected in 2009,
while others are driven by the desire for
innovation and competitive advantage
endemic within corporate culture. The
economic meltdown will continue to
see companies seeking out ways to
save money and extract costs out of the
business.
Appealingly, virtual worlds and business
simulations, built using computer gaming
technology, offer significant cost savings.
An important area for the growth of virtual
corporate environments is staff training.
The virtualising of company training
programmes will allow a company to
achieve significant decreases in the cost of
delivery and also the costs of supporting
the training. As the environments are
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largely self-contained, less trainee
support is required when delivering
material. Furthermore, this training can
be delivered directly into the person’s
working environment using existing internal
infrastructure.
While discussions have revolved around
the benefits these environments offer
business, there are early adopters who
critiqued the value they managed to extract
from these tools. This largely because
from a South African perspective, high data
costs and bandwidth constraints led to
early adopters experiencing issues unique
to the local environment.
The lessons learnt by the early adopters
will serve as ‘school fees’ for the future.
Companies that engage in the virtual and
game-based business simulation areas will
have adjusted expectations accordingly.
Virtual environments will be used less
for marketing and product placement,
and more for global project teams and
collaboration, along with a healthy dose of
training activity.
In the ‘war for talent’ that is being
experienced in South Africa and the rest of
the world, it is the professional industries
that are seeing the most migration to other
fields. The accounting profession has been
particularly affected by this movement of
employees. In this dynamic, the industry
needs to capitalise on the opportunities
offered by virtual worlds to harness and
capture the wisdom of key talent, and
establish how to integrate this wisdom into
employee interactions.
In 2009, South Africa will still largely be
a trend-follower rather than a trendsetter
within corporate gaming. But, with the
rise of innovative local companies building
applications specifically for the local
market, with its own unique constraints
and dynamics, significant local innovation
can be expected. asa

It’s a fact:

CaseWare is the fastest way to produce
a set of compliant financial statements.
More than 2,000 auditors and accounting practices in South Africa already trust CaseWare.

• Getting data into CaseWare is easy –

you can directly import account numbers, descriptions,
balances and transaction details from accounting and trial balance packages and ASCII files.

CaseWare

• A full set of financials in almost no-time – CaseWare generates a full set of financial

statements including balance sheet, income statement, cashflow statement,
lead schedules, all notes and accounting policies.
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Reporting Standards, SA GAAP, GRAP, PFMA, MFMA, Pension Funds.

Book your free CaseWare Demo 011 507 0000
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The foam peanuts for
financial decision making.
There’s always the risk of damage. Will the new plan increase growth? Or slow it? Will the new acquisition drive profits?
Or problems? Without access to both financial and operational data, you just can’t be sure.
Fortunately, there is a way to get it—with Cognos performance management, part of IBM’s Information on Demand solutions for business
optimization. We deliver the most comprehensive planning, forecasting, consolidation, scorecarding, reporting, and analysis on a single
software platform, connecting all relevant financial and operational data. And only Cognos provides the added value of expertise and best
practices through our industry-specific blueprints and Innovation Center. All of which means the next time you have to make a critical
call, you’ll be protected.
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APPOINTMENTS
ARTICLE CLERKS
Article clerks required. If you believe it is time for a change, you are
welcome to talk to us. Medium size auditing firm situated through
Gauteng and Cape Town. E-mail CV to: marium@mbainc.co.za.
AUDIT MANAGER
A successful, established firm operating in Potchefstroom requires
the services of an audit manager. Candidates must be qualified and
have the potential to advance to partnership level. Remuneration
negotiable. Contact Bruce on (018) 297 6473.
CAP CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Firma in Durbanville – Kaapstad, het poste vir
leerlingrekenmeesters en ouditbestuurders. Mededingende
salarisse, ‘n tegnologies gevorderde en stimulerende omgewing en
loopbaangeleenthede. www.chartered.co.za. Faks (021) 914 7789
e-mail cv@chartered.co.za.
DYNAMIC AUDITING COMPANY
We are based in Dunkeld and seek new trainees as well as
qualified staff. Excellent training and prospects exist. Please email
one page CV to david@dkalmin.co.za.

DIEMONT ZIMMEMAN & BOLINK
Geoktrooieerde Rekenmeester (SA)
‘n Gevestigde medium grootte firma in Polokwane (Pietersburg)
benodig die dienste van BCom Rek of BCom Rek(Hons)
gegradueerdes om as leerlingrekenmeesters opgelei te word.
Ons bied blootstelling aan ‘n wye verskeidenheid kliente,
mededingende salarisse en ‘n aangename werkomgewing. Faks u
CV na 086 605 9114 of E-pos aan Belinda@dzb.co.za.
MEYER STEYN CA(SA),
a dynamic firm of auditors and accountants in Florida have
vacancies for trainee accountants and bookkeepers. We offer
excellent remuneration and training as well as great prospects for
advancement. Please forward a CV to the staff partner at
manie@meyersteyn.co.za or fax to (011) 672 0067.
SA TO BERMUDA RECRUITMENT AGENCY
An exciting opportunity to earn tax-free US dollars awaits qualified
accountants looking for international experience. Bermuda is rated
as one of the world’s most beautiful islands and is also a major
offshore insurance and investment centre. Local agency is run by a
South African CA with extensive personal experience of living and
working in Bermuda. Interested? Visit www.satobermuda.com for
more information.
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• R450K–R550K p.a. CTC plus
performance bonus • BCom (Acc) (Hons)
plus completed Articles and minimum 3 years’
commercial financial management or partly
qualified CA • Rivonia
A Blue Chip JSE listed Group, who has a Joint
Venture with an International Group, has a vacancy
in this subsidiary company for a highly hands-on
and operational individual to manage and control the
accounting, finance and reporting functions of the
company as well as ensuring that Group policies,
procedures and controls are implemented and
maintained.
Although this is a relatively small department it
involves exceptionally high volume transactions and
consequently would require someone with a keen
eye for detail. Advanced MS Excel skills are a
prerequisite and being accurate, meticulous
and extremely deadline conscious
are attributes necessary for the
successful fulfilment of the role.
Key responsibilities will include:
• Maintaining the integrity of the
financial data and accuracy of
financial records • Preparing and
presenting
monthly
management
reports • Financial analysis of business
performance • Cash flow management, including forex
• Budgeting and forecasting • Overall management of
the department.
In terms of the current staff profile, this position would
be best suited to a female applicant.
Ref: CHS/ha

• R700K–R800K p.a. CTC plus
performance incentive • CA(SA) with minimum
5 years’ financial management experience in
commerce, preferably within the Services Sector
• Sandton
A highly prestigious and leading legal firm has a newly
created position for an innovative and self-motivated
individual to assist the Finance Department in upgrading
its current systems, procedures and reporting
processes through the design and implementation of
best practices to elevate it to world-class standards.
This is a highly challenging opportunity that will stretch
the resourceful abilities of the individual who enjoys
engaging in change and has an inherent flair for new
and improved business processes and controls.
Participating in the implementation of the upgrading
of the current ERP system and taking responsibility
for the finance aspects as well as acting as the link
between Finance and IT will be one of the initial tasks
to be performed.
Other responsibilities will include: • Creating
business models and analysis of business performance
• Developing a pricing matrix for costing and billing
• Budget preparation and aligning with strategic plans
• Cash and working capital management as well as
investment management • Cost, revenue and profitability
management • Monthly financial management reports.
Key requirements: • Experience in pricing and business
models • Proficiency in advanced MS Excel • Experience
Ref: TG/bg
with medium/large ERP systems.

financiaL/manaGement
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• R500K–R700K p.a. CTC plus performance
incentives • CA(SA) with 3–5 years’ post-Articles
commercial experience, preferably
in the Services Sector • Johannesburg
One of SA’s leading JSE listed Groups has a newly
created position for a highly analytical and results
driven individual with keen attention to detail, to
support the CFO and Head of Finance in the execution
of the finance and related functions of the Group,
including its subsidiaries.
Besides the normal expected outputs of monthly
variance reports, cost management, budget
preparation and review and ensuring the integrity
of the financial data, the incumbent will also
be integrally involved in the following
additional functions: • Preparing new
business reports • Assisting with due
diligence exercises on new ventures
• Assisting with the design and
implementation of new in-country
and out-of-country entities • Project
management to provide financial
information for planning and decision
making by studying past, present and
anticipated financial conditions and
recommending courses of action • This is an
ideal opportunity for a self-driven, energetic individual
to carve a long-term career opportunity with this highly
respected and sought after company of choice.
In terms of the Employment Equity Policies
preference will be given to applicants from the
previously disadvantaged groups.
Ref: CHS/lh

Interested candidates to forward a detailed CV Word document to Charles Stilwell on charless@greyconsulting.co.za for
Ref: CHS/ha and Ref: CHS/Ih and to Thulani Gama on thulanig@greyconsulting.co.za for Ref: TG/bg

Do you have what matters? with us you count!
For more career opportunities, go to www.greyconsulting.co.za

Go fiGure
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Recruitment Specialists
Temporary & Permanent staff

INVEST IN THE SPECIALISTS TO BALANCE YOUR BUDGET

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R900K CTC (NEG)
Equity CA(SA) includes white female. Large Manufacturing
Company based in Clayville has a superb opportunity for a
candidate with 8 - 10 years financial management experience
within the construction, production or manufacturing industry.
You will oversee the Financial Department that encompasses all
the relevant functions associated with a large production group.
This position requires broad based experience and in depth
knowledge regarding the functioning of a multi-national financial
function, financial analysis, modelling and planning as well as
group budgeting process. Call Arlene on (011) 315 9900 or
arlene@smithgarb.co.za.

COST / MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

R450K CTC (NEG)
Based in the East Rand of Johannesburg this large construction
concern has a newly created position in their industrial division,
for a candidate with 3 – 5 years cost and management accounting
experience. This position would ideally suit an analytical person
with project costing/job costing or ABC costing experience,
B Com, B Compt or CIMA qualification is preferred. For more
info call Lynda on (011) 315 9900 or lynda@smithgarb.co.za.

FINANCIAL MANAGER

SANDTON R650K – R850K CTC
Newly created position! Corporate professional services concern
has position available for qualified CA(SA) with 5 – 8 years
accounting/financial management experience in a corporate or
services environment. Take control of full management
accounting/financial management functions as well as assisting
with the implementation of new IT System. Knowledge of large
ERP System (service industry) essential. Call Morne on
(011) 315 9900 or morne@smithgarb.co.za.

SENIOR MANAGER COMPLIANCE

PRETORIA R650K – R850K CTC
Public entity, offers opportunity to a pro-active, self-starter, with
± 4 – 5 years related experience as a Compliance Officer in a
financial services environment (at a senior level). KPI’s:
Understanding of Corporate Governance; (King II); Regulatory
Requirements; Public Policy and in-depth knowledge of PFMA;
Treasury Regulations; National Treasury Directives and all other
statutory regulations essential. Strong management/reportwriting and analytical skills. Call Joanne on (011) 315 9900 or
joanne@smithgarb.co.za.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

NORTH R1 MILLION PA (NEG)
Dynamic growing concern in the healthcare/distribution sector
has opportunity for an experienced Chartered Accountant to
take responsibility of the running of the finance Department.
Group function for three companies. Report directly to Managing
Director and Chairman (based in UK). Position would suit
candidate who has a strategic/operations background whilst
still being involved with day to day finance functions. If you are
energetic, cope well under pressure and love a challenge, call
Juliet on (011) 315-9900 or julietl@smithgarb.co.za.

GROUP TREASURY DEALER

PRETORIA R500K CTC (NEG)
Financial services organization/National Logistics concern offers
opportunity for a B Com/similar candidate with 5 years related
experience in Treasury Dealing preferably within a large financial
organisation to formulate monthly investment strategies, conduct
daily money and capital market dealings, execute foreign currency
transactions and ensure that the groups liquidity profile is
maintained. Strong knowledge of IFRS, IAS, South African
Financial Markets and Financial Services legislations essential.
Call Mandy on (011) 315 9900 or mandy@smithgarb.co.za.

Do you have a need for qualified temporary staff?
Call us for:
•
•

Financial Directors
Financial Managers

•
•

Financial Accountants
Management Accountants

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION
+27 11 315 9900
www.smithgarb.co.za
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GRP FINANCIAL MNGR

R900K - R750K
CA(SA) - Mining - North
kim.sarakis@a-o-c.co.za
Invest in a long term career at Oasis

PERSONEEL
Gevestigde Oudit firma in Pretoria benodig
die dienste van rekenkundige personeel.
Gegradeerde persone wat CA klerkskap
wil doen kan aansoek doen asook persone
wat klerkskap voltooi het. Mededingende
salarisse en studie verlof word aangebied.
Engelssprekendes wat Afrikaans magtig is
mag ook aansoek doen. Faks CV aan
086 504 8490 of stuur email aan
sg@sgskie.co.za.
PARTNERSHIPS & PRACTICES
BEE Partner
Old established five partner firm in
Edenvale wishes to offer partnership to a
suitably qualified Chartered Accountant.
Established client portfolio would be
an added advantage but by no means
essential. Reply to marcop@tuffsan.co.za.
48

FOR SALE
Profitable auditing practice for sale in
Tzaneen (Limpopo). Partners willing to sell
practice or clients. Call Bernard
083 274 6120.
MERGE
3 Partner audit firm in Tyger Valley wishes
to merge with sole practitioner with
strong ethical values and client portfolio.
Reply to pa@chartered.co.za.
MERGING
Interested in merging with a well
established successful accounting
and auditing firm in Gauteng and Cape
Town. Lets talk about the possibility and
opportunities. Call Marius at 082 887 3496.
TAKE OVER
Well established successful CA firm
wishes to take over accounting and
auditing firms (Gauteng and Cape Town
only). If you are interested in selling, call
Marius at 082 887 3496.
SERVICES
COMPANIES & CC’S
Shelf companies. Company and CC name
reservations, registrations, lodgements,
special resolutions and searches.
Restoration of deregistered companies
and CC’s. Publication of notices in
Government Gazette. HENZEL SERVICES
(PTY) LTD Tel (012) 320 7230
services@henzel.co.za.

The Oasis Group is a Global Asset Management business based in Cape Town with
offices in Durban, Johannesburg, Dublin
and Dubai. We are looking to recruit a
Research Analyst CA (SA) to be based at
our office in Cape Town.

CA (SA) Research Analyst
Requirements

FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE

R750K
CA(SA) - Retail - CBD
cindy.dharmapall@a-o-c.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R750K
BCom(Hons) - Distribution - Midrand

Oasis requires a young dynamic Accountant
with B.Com Hons (Accounting / Economics) / CA
(SA), who has either commenced the CFA
accrediation or is interested in doing so. We are
seeking a candidate that has completed articles
with one of the major accounting firms in the
country. An excellent academic transcript,
good attention to detail, a lateral thinker, with
global perspective will stand in good stead. The
candidate should be well versed with the
financial industry and global economic environment.
Excellent verbal and written communication
skills, aptitude for advanced financial valuation
and forecasting is a requirement. Minimum 3
year post-qualification experience. Candidate
with equity valuation / M&A / Project Finance
experience.

cindy.dharmapall@a-o-c.co.za

MANAGEMENT ACC

R750K - R600K
CA(SA) - Fin Services - North Rand
rachel.joffe@a-o-c.co.za

FINANCIAL ANALYST
R650K - R550K
BCom(Hons) - Fin Services - North
kgomotso.kgopa@a-o-c.co.za

GROUP FINANCIAL ACC

Duties

R650K - R500K

Undertake detailed financial, operational and
industry analysis. Ability to quantify risk factors to
obtain fair value of listed and unlisted instruments.
Able to interpret financial statements and
conduct thorough due diligence of financial
statements and prepare fundamental analysis
focusing on the business of the company and
the relevant industry. Should be able to evaluate
the long term history of the company based on
balance sheet and company’s business
strategies. Required to motivate investment
decisions within structured environment.

FINANCIAL MANAGER

Location

GROUP MNGT ACC

kim.sarakis@a-o-c.co.za

R600K - R500K
CA(SA) - Fin Services - Centurion
karen.robertson@a-o-c.co.za

R550K - R450K

Cape Town.

New CA(SA) - Entertainment - Jhb

Remuneration
Market

CA(SA) - Mining - Randburg

Related

Cost

to

rachel.joffe@a-o-c.co.za
Company.

How to apply
Please email CV, Identity Document
and
Academic
Transcripts
to
recruitment@oasiscrescent.com
Or post hard copies to Recruitment P O
Box 1217 Cape Town 8000 or call H R o n
0 2 1 - 4 1 3 7 8 6 0 . Yo u w i l l b e contacted if
you are short listed.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

R540K - R456K
BCom(Hons) - Manufacturing - Sandton
natasha.theodorides@a-o-c.co.za

011 269 8700
www.a-o-c.co.za

www.oasiscrescent.com

Proﬁt with the Professionals

GROUP REPORTING ACCOUNTANT
R550 000 - R480 000 CTC, North
Large, international leisure group is currently recruiting for a CA (SA) with up to
3 years post articles experience. They are looking for a young, energetic
candidate to fill the position of group reporting accountant. Solid future career
opportunities exist with this highly profitable organisation. carmen@wexford.co.za

TAX MANAGER
R850 000 - R700 000 CTC, North
International & very well respected company seeks a Tax Manager who will
report directly to the Group Tax Manager. Analytical, assertive & ambitious
individual required with an understanding of tax risk management principles &
the application thereof in an international group. CA (SA) with 3-5 years post
articles tax experience in a major accounting firm or similar commercial tax
experience. angelique@wexford.co.za

ACCOUNTANT
R450 000 - R350 000 CTC, North
Tel: +27 11 785 4930 Fax: +27 11 785 4939 www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R600 000 - R500 000 CTC, North
Rapidly expanding IT conglomerate requires a new Financial Manager for a
successful division. This position requires a candidate with technical
accounting skills as well as a strong management style to be responsible for the
finance team. This is a group that rewards ambition with opportunities for future
growth. CA (SA) + minimum 2 years commercial experience. liz@wexford.co.za

SENIOR INTERNAL AUDITOR
R500 000 CTC, CBD
Blue chip concern requires innovative individual with sound analytical and
investigative skills and above average communication skills to join this well
regarded, efficient team. If you would like to make a difference in an
organization this position is for you. CIA, CA (SA), BComm Articles + internal
audit experience a must. liz@wexford.co.za

Large, successful retail group requires a pro-active, assertive & hardworking
individual to fill the role of Head Accountant. Understanding of forex is an
advantage. Learn more about Africa & how it operates from a retail point of
view. Great growth opportunity for an ambitious & eager individual. BCom +
articles with 2-5 years full function accounting experience is essential.
angelique@wexford.co.za

GROUP FINANCIAL MANAGER
R1.2 Million - R800 000 CTC, Rosebank
Hospitality leader requires dynamic, business minded individual with ability to
offer strategic input at executive level and work hand in hand with Group
Financial Director. This group is on an acquisition trail with massive growth
potential. CA (SA) with relevant experience and impressive track record.
janet@wexford.co.za

INTERNAL AUDIT MANAGER
R800 000 - R600 000 CTC, Middelburg/Witbank
Mining giant requires astute, innovative leader with a passion for the internal
audit function. This team is highly regarded world wide and adopts all the latest
trends. Local and international travel. CA (SA) plus internal audit experience
essential. janet@wexford.co.za

ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
R420 000 - R330 000 CTC, East Rand

COMMERCIAL CONTROLLER
R950 000 - R800 000 CTC + Bonus, Jet Park

Opportunity to join one of SA’s largest and most successful supply chain
companies. The reporting division seeks a highly motivated, astute accountant to
be the right hand to the FM. BComm + articles (pref Big 4) essential. Post articles
experience a bonus. Your sound knowledge of Tax, IFRS and US GAAP secures.
carmen@wexford.co.za

Multinational manufacturing giant seeks your strategic skills to fill this key role.
Ideal position for career driven individual who is looking for international
promotional opportunities. You will be responsible for leading this large finance
team and making business decisions. CA (SA) + 5 years experience in a senior
management position within a manufacturing concern. tanya@wexford.co.za

Frontline is a specialist financial recruitment company

THIS MONTH’S TOP FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER - JHB
R1.5 million

CA (SA) with mining experience to head
finance in listed company. You will have grown
through the ranks and understand mining from
an operational perspective, be able to operate
strategically, interacting with analysts and
join part of a small management team.
Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER - JHB
R900k

Holding company seek to appoint a hands-on
CFO to align three companies in trading environment, standardise reporting, systems, year
ends, provide financial input to entities and
information to directors that will assist with
decision making. CA (SA) with min 10 years
experience, preferably in trading or industrial
business.
Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER SHARED SERVICES CENTRE - CT
R neg

A challenging opportunity for a seasoned
professional with experience in operational
management of a Shared Services Centre.
Ideally you would have been involved with the
implementation thereof. Reporting into the
CFO, the focus is on providing quality financial
services and internal controls to support business processes. You will be a CA (SA), CIMA,
be a lateral thinker and be able to offer creative
and innovative solutions to business challenges.
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT DURBAN
R450k

A large shipping company is seeking a CA (SA)
with 2/3 years commercial experience in a
similar environment. Responsibilities include,
budgeting, forecasting, capex, ad hoc costing
and analysis thereof.
Contact dina@frontlinesolutions.co.za

HEAD OF CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT - CT

FINANCIAL MANAGER - JHB
(NORTH)

Rare opportunity to be involved in the growth
and development phase of a business within
the investment banking/financial services arena.
Our client seeks an experienced individual to
build and look after a full scale treasury function, manage the business's liquidity, asset and
liability mix, interest rate and FX risk exposure.
Excellent money market or treasury trading
experience, strong local contacts in the SA banking and finance industry and deep knowledge
of debt funding markets and products is required.
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Successful division of listed retail group seek
a CA (SA) with 3 - 5 years commercial experience. This key role focuses on: contribution
to the implementation of business and finance
strategy, acting as business partner to operations, risk management and analysis and
improvement of process efficiencies. Other
responsibilities will be budgeting, forecasting,
effective Capex spend, financial and tax reporting, management and improvement of controls
and staff management and development.
Excellent opportunity to make your mark in
this high profile group.
Contact camilla@frontlinesolutions.co.za

R750k plus bonus

Highly neg Package

FINANCIAL MANAGER - JHB
(SUNNINGHILL)

INTERNAL AUDITOR - DURBAN
R400k

R750k plus bonus

CA (SA)/CMA with 3 - 5 years experience
sought for prosperous, growing retail group.
Brief includes: Review and submission of
monthly working capital requirement, leveraging credit for growth, treasuring management,
management of supplier relationships and
leveraging efficiencies of scale/cost savings.
In addition, take ownership of the full balance
sheet function, staff and BBBEE management,
financial reporting and risk management.
Great opportunity to add real value to a
growing business.
Contact camilla@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER - DURBAN
R600k
Large FMCG company requires a CA (SA) with
a minimum of 5 years commercial experience
to join their sales and distribution arm at
their head office. Duties include the monthly
management accounts, group consolidations,
group tax and overseeing the Debtors, Creditors,
stock and fixed assets. Reporting in a standard
costing environment will be an advantage.
This position will report directly to the Financial
Director.
Contact nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za

This newly created position requires a self
starter, analytical thinker with a thorough
knowledge of internal control concepts,
corporate governance principles and IFRS. You
must have a CA (SA) or CIA qualification with
exposure to main frame production and
financial reporting systems.
Contact Lauren@frontlinesolutions.co.za

NEWLY QUALIFIED / SOON TO
QUALIFY CA'S
Where do you want to be in
2009/2010?
If you are seriously considering a career move
out of the auditing profession into a commercial/business environment within the next 12
months, come and talk to us about the various
options open to you. We can assist you in
finding a suitable position in line with your
personal vision and objectives, including a
competitive package starting at around R450k,
exclusive of performance based incentives.
Don't delay. Act now and let us facilitate your
career path development into the future.
Contact:
ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Johannesburg)
helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Cape Town)

Graham Burnside
Chief Executive Officer

Paul Jacka
Managing Director

Carl Williamson
Regional Manager

Judy Markwell
Regional Manager

Camilla Barlow
Senior Consultant

Michele Deeks
Senior Consultant

Karen Oosthuyse
Senior Consultant

Ian Shortreed CA(SA)
Senior Consultant

Jim Wilson CA(SA)
Senior Consultant

Cordelia Madanire
Consultant

Nathenia Watson
Consultant

Lerato Makhetha
Consultant

Chrissy Bingham
Consultant

Tumi Mache
Consultant

Angus du Plessis
Consultant

Gladwin Barns
Consultant

Parc Nicol Office Park, 3001 William Nicol Drive, Bryanston, tel: (011) 706-9222
58 Loop Street, Hycastle Building, Cape Town, tel: (021) 424-3042
281 Florida Road, Florida Mansions, Morningside, tel: (031) 313-3308
Website: www.frontlinesolutions.co.za

a division of

The Crescent, North Building, 3 Eglin Road
Sunninghill, Gauteng, 2157
Tel: 011 234 0600 / 012 361 3475
012 348 4940

WWW.NETWORKRECRUITMENT.CO.ZA
REPORTING MANAGER
R500 – R450K pa

JHB NORTH

Global leader in Financial Services. Do
you have a passion for IAS/IFRS? CA (SA)
with 2-4 years banking experience to
facilitate and manage IAS/IFRS standards.
Strong technical abilities essential.

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R500 – R400K pa CTC

JHB

OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGER
R550K pa

JHB

Financial services giant is looking for a
well rounded Financial Manager to take
on the full finance function and to drive
competitive advantage, by operationally
elevating the department.

Enterprise Risk Management position
in small international bank. Report to
EXCO, and increase your authority
level. Operational and Strategic Risk
experience essential.

Contact Nicoli Sauerman
T: 012 361 3475
nsauerman@networkrecruitment.co.za

Contact Mel Laubscher
T: 012 348 4940
mlaubscher@networkrecruitment.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER CA (SA) JHB EAST
R650 – 600K CTC pa excl performance bonuses

FINANCIAL MANAGER CA (SA)
R650 - 500K CTC pa excl bonuses

SENIOR ACCOUNTANT
R360K pa

A JSE-listed company is seeking a Chartered
Accountant. 3 years FM experience in
budgets, management accounting and
overseeing the finance team. Must have
FMCG/Manufacturing experience.

Opportunity with reputable bank exists for
an individual with immense corporate exp.
Responsible for the finance department.
Must have a CA (SA) qualification with min
2 years experience in a financial services.
Contact Florah Maponya

Leading Business Solutions company
requires Senior Accountant with completed BCom and Articles. Looking for
young, vibrant, fast-paced, motivated individuals to fit into this dynamic culture.
Contact Shivani Ramnarain

T: 012 348 4940

T: 011 234 0600
sramnarain@networkrecruitment.co.za

Contact Shantelle Syvertsen
T: 012 348 4940
ssyvertsen@networkrecruitment.co.za

Contact Nicolette Mackenzie
T: 012 348 4940
nmackenzie@networkrecruitment.co.za

JHB

fmaponya@networkrecruitment.co.za

DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS, DELIVERING RESULTS l

SANDTON

SPECIALISTS IN FINANCIAL RECRUITMENT

Expand

your horizons

Mazars is an international, integrated and independent organisation,
specialising in audit, accounting, tax and advisory services with
offices throughout South Africa.
We have the following challenging and rewarding opportunities available:
•
•
•
•
•

Audit Partners
Audit Senior Managers
Audit Supervisors
IT Auditors
Head of Internal Audit

Join our community of highly motivated and principled professionals where
we focus on providing you with opportunities for your career development.

© Thierry Cron

Please register and apply online at www.mazars.co.za or call Francois Smuts
on 021 405 4072 for a confidential discussion to learn more about these
senior roles.
registered auditor

– a firm of chartered accountants(sa)

an approved financial services provider

audit

•

ta x

•

advisory

International Recruitment Specialists

Placing professionals around the world
Between 600 000 and one million South Africans are currently living in the UK. In the wake of the global economic crisis, a
growing number of finance professionals and expat accountants are considering a return to Africa. antonapps specialises in
handling inbound placements (individuals returning to SA and Africa) as well as outbound placements (individuals leaving for
UK, Europe, Dubai, Australia, New Zealand and other destinations). Some of our current opportunities are listed below.
Do you have any friends or colleagues overseas who may be interested in making a career move to SA or Africa? Get them to
contact antonapps and you could earn yourself a generous referral bonus if we place them successfully.

Opportunities in Financial Services
Trust and Fiduciary
R400k – R600k Banking
Ref: JB
Newly Qualified Accountant, FIST
R400k – R450k Banking
Ref: JB
Trade Support Derivatives
R280k – R350k Banking
Ref: JB
Finance Manager
R450k – R550k Banking
Ref: JB
Senior Manager IT Audit
R800k – R900k Banking
Ref: CH
Management Accountant
R450k – R650k Financial Services
Ref: CH

Fund Accountant
R320k – R480k Insurance
Ref: RM
Back Office Accountant
R350k – R450k Wealth
Ref: RM
Business Process Analyst
R340k – R480k Insurance
Ref: RM
COO: Marketing
R750k – R1,1m Insurance
Ref: PM
COO: Wealth
R700k – R1m Insurance
Ref: PM
Business Analyst
R350k – R500k Financial Services
Ref: SR

2IC
R700k – R850k Financial Services
Ref: KH
Financial Manager
R750k – R800k Insurance
Ref: KH
Management Accountant
R550k – R650k Financial Services
Ref: KH
Head of Fund Marketing
R800k – R1,2m Asset Management
Ref: KH
Finance Manager
R500k – R680k Services
Ref: RB
Consolidations Accountant
R450k – R600k Banking
Ref: RB

Opportunities in Africa & the Middle East
Financial Analyst
US$10k per month Pharma (Mauritius)
Ref: KH
Management Accountant
R700k – R880k tax free
Banking (Saudi Arabia) Ref: PM

Head of Strategy
US$ Neg FS (Libya)
Ref: PM
Treasury Product Controller
R580k – R720k tax free
Banking (Saudi Arabia) Ref: PM

Head of Finance
US$ Neg FS (Libya)
Ref: PM
Financial Controller
US$90k – $130k
Manufacturing (Ghana) Ref: PM

Opportunities in Commerce & the Profession
Divisional FM
R450k – R650k Motor
Ref: SR
Financial Manager
R520k – R650k FMCG
Ref: SR
Management Accountant
R350k – R470k IT
Ref: SR
Group Management Accountant
R480k – R600k Mining
Ref: RM

Finance Service Executive
R850k – R1,1m FMCG
Ref: PM
General Manager
R550k – R700k Security
Ref: PM
Divisional Finance Manager
R550k – R680k Motor
Ref: PM
Tax Accountant
R350k – R500k Construction
Ref: RB

Financial Director
R750k – R900k Retail
Ref: RB
Assistant General Manager
R500k – R600k Pharma
Ref: CH
Commercial Accountant
R500k – R620k Manufacturing
Ref: CH
Chartered Accountant
R450k – R550k Brewing
Ref: CH

All CVs to be sent to you@antonapps.com quoting reference
0861 788 7880

www.antonapps.com

073 788 7880

